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1.

Introduction

POPCRU General Secretary Nkosinathi Theledi
For the period 15 – 19 June 2015, seven hundred and
eighty six [786] delegates gathered at Inkosi Albert
Luthuli International Convention Centre [ICC] in
Durban at the province of KwaZulu Natal under the
theme “Transformation of the Criminal Justice
Cluster in defence of the Working Class Struggle
for the advancement of the National Democratic
Revolution”, to attend POPCRU’s eighth [08th] National
Congress and deliberate on the past and presence of
the union in informing its future prospects within the
criminal justice sector and beyond. Key policy reports
detailing Political, Organisational, International
and Financial were presented to the delegates for
deliberation. The policy proposals presented to the
08th National Congress were developed in the Policy
Conference in July 2014. Leading to the 8th National
Congress, POPCRU structures had thoroughly
conversed on discussion documents through various organisational platforms which
empowered them in their quest to define a progressive path that the organisation would
take, leading to its 30 years of existence and beyond.
As has been the norm, the congress was resolute in its determination to always do better
in primarily serving its members whilst explicitly showing its strengths to transform the
Criminal Justice Cluster [CJC]. The Congress demonstrated POPCRU’s resilience to its
democratic processes and its ability to openly discuss the leadership question within its
structures; an approach which displayed the organisation’s transparent and democratic
values and practices.
The Congress theme provided a fundamental epitome that came across as an important
directive for the need to transform the criminal justice cluster in ensuring that the entire
criminal justice system serves our citizenry equally and therefore defending our hardwon gains towards the advancement and defence of the National Democratic Revolution.
The adopted theme was, as has been witnessed, categorically chosen at a time when the
environment within the criminal justice cluster was volatile in that there were entrenched
elements within the judiciary which were anti-transformation, generating strain with those
who argued to protect and promote transformation on the one side and those who preferred
the status quo to remain on the other side. Our criminal justice sector was, for the longest
time, characterised by the lack of prosecutions, overspending, and withdrawal of initiated
charges. All these factors and others continuously created a negative impression to the
public who solely rely on it for justice to be served among others. Although this is not
a short-term struggle, our quest has always been to ensure transformation and to this
extent, work continues to be done with visible prospects of improved conditions moving
forward.
As a trade union organising within the criminal justice cluster, it was as a result, vital that
we continue taking interest in its functions in order to ensure its influence does not deviate
from our strategic perspectives. With this in mind, throughout society, the process of
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transformation has been a continuous necessity in seeking better lives and as individuals
alter the socially ascribed social status of their predecessors into a socially achieved status
for themselves, transformation is achieved. Our argument for transformation has been that
the South African constitution provides the basis for the transformation of society through
its vision of a non-racial, non-sexist, equal and prosperous democratic society founded on
human rights. Our strong-held belief has always been that it is not enough to only have
good theoretical initiatives that do not become practical and for this purpose, we have
to consistently revisit factors that constrain our ideals to be implemented. Accordingly,
the clearly outlined resolutions of our 8th National Congress were mainly action-oriented.
Congress took a firm stand to fight against all forms of concealed and open injustices
which would have otherwise been used by detractors in maintaining their dominance in
the preservation of the status quo.
We emerged from the 08th National Congress as one POPCRU, united behind our elected
leadership and more united in our commitment to the implementation of the resolutions
adopted in Durban. The task we are facing for the four years is to give practical expression
to these decisions and mobilise our entire membership behind our vision of a transformed
CJC. We are thus, presenting the 08th National Congress report as part of the ninth [09th]
National Congress documentation.

2.

Political Overview

Political Overview Presented By POPCRU President Zizamele Cebekhulu
Comrade Programme Director, Leadership of COSATU
led by President Sidumo Dlamini, Leadership from
Progressive Affiliates of COSATU, Members of the
National Executive Committee of POPCRU, Leadership
of the South African Communist Party, Leadership of
the African National Congress, Distinguished Guests,
Members of the Media, Most importantly, Comrades
delegates to this important gathering of ours. On
behalf of the National Executive Committee, I salute
all the renowned delegates and our guests. We are
meeting here today – 15th of June 2015 in Chief Albert
Luthuli International Conference Centre, exactly four
years ever since our watershed 7th National Conference
successfully convened in 2011 at University of Free
State in Mangaung. We are greeting you with warm
regards and acknowledge your dignified presence
in this progressive event – POPCRU’s 8th National
Congress. This congress served as a reminder of the importance of this Workers Parliament
within POPCRU that it never abdicates its responsibility even during the most difficult
and trying times. It also served as a reminder to the leadership that we are elected by
the membership and that is where loyalty and trust of the leadership should lie at all
material times. It underscored too, that Locals and provinces must likewise have faith in
the leadership, and that the leadership must never betray this faith and loyalty.
We meet here today under the Theme: “Transforming the Criminal Justice Cluster in defence
of the working Class struggle for the advancement of the National Democratic Revolution” to
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make organisational assessment of our term of office which ends in four-day’ time, make
determination of how the organisation should be driven over the next four years. We are
meeting on the eve of a very important declared holiday [June 16] – a day which brought
about far-reaching political landscape in South Africa radically propelled by politically
conscious students 39 years ago. We convened the congress during this week as part of our
recognition of this important day. As we celebrate the legacy of these youth of the times,
we should continuously ask ourselves whether the dreams and aspirations they had for
equal opportunity in life were in vain. This is in light of the many challenges current day
youth is faced with. High levels of unemployment, limited access to Institutions of Higher
Learning, alcohol and drug abuse, all other elements which lead to the social ills dominant
in our communities.



POPCRU’s Background

For the past twenty-five years POPCRU’s existence, we experienced a lot of challenges
and went through quite remarkable pitfalls. That would be expected from the formation
of a labour movement out of a system which utilised the police not to execute policing
function, but to quash and conquer political opponents. It was the police component
which the brutal apartheid regime relied fully on to administer and enforce the racist
practices and laws in South Africa. Out of such environment, POPCRU’s establishment
was unquestionably not going to be a smooth-sailing process. We had to dribble and filter
through all the drawbacks and organisational tests to arrive where we are today. Today,
we are an organisation which recognises the civil and basic human rights of all people in
South Africa including those employed in the services of South African Police Services,
Correctional Services and the Traffic Department. We further recognise that such basic
human rights are fundamental rights worthy of enhancement and protection, and we are as
such committed to the creation and development of a security establishment, which is the
just expression of the will of the people. A system, which will reflect co-operation between
our members and the community in an effort to truly serve and protect all members of our
society.
Out of this background and because of such an experience, I can proudly stand here
today, without fear of any contradiction, that POPCRU is an unwavering labour movement.
Being stable should not be misinterpreted to mean an organisation without challenges,
but it means and includes the stable approach of even managing difficult challenges. With
twenty-five years of existence, we have a good story to tell and I will highlight some of the
achievements towards the end of my address.



Developments in COSATU

POPCRU’s stability should be translated into an unwavering federation – our beloved
COSATU. The challenges experienced by the federation are not and should never be
regarded as unsurmountable. If there rain heavily falls, the rivers will fill the sea with all
the dirt including, most probably dead donkeys. The sea has its own way of cleansing itself
from all these dirt. This is exactly what the federation is currently doing and it should be
applauded than to be demonised as an organisation which declared war unto itself. The
federation has its fundamental origin, properly characterised founding principles, well
formulated rules and procedures which must be respected and complied with by all – be
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it office bearers, affiliates or staff members. If anyone or any affiliate feels these sound
principles are no longer suitable to them, they must feel free to leave without causing
damage to the good reputation of the our beloved movement. We cannot have the General
Secretary, who has politically crossed floors, being at the helm of the federation. It is a wellknown fact that the former General Secretary [through his cohorts – Numsa leadership]
wanted to be Deputy President of the African National Congress in a clandestine method.
This was meant to impose him as the heir-apparent during ANC 54th National Conference
in 2017 leading him to take over government in 2019. The federation must therefore, be
coerced to break from the Alliance as Numsa and its principal Zwelinzima Vavi propagate.
With this in mind, the federation should be highly applauded for taking proper steps to
purify itself from the ideological dirt of Numsa and that of the former General Secretary.
We would move further to advice affiliates who are screaming from the roof-top in support
of Numsa and former General Secretary to come back to where they belong. However, this
constructive call should never be left to prolong unnecessarily because we have to rebuild
this federation without any further adjournment. Should they not heed to this call of rejoining the ranks, they should as well be regarded as the unwanted ideological dirt which
should be organisationally cleaned out. Our approach is to jealously guard this movement
of Elijah Barayi not to be hijacked by the prophets of doom masquerading as progressives
like Numsa and Vavi are currently cloaking.



Economic Transformation

The economy of South Africa is the second largest in Africa, behind Nigeria, it accounts for
24% of its Gross Domestic Product in terms of purchasing power parity. It is ranked by the
notorious World Bank as an upper-middle income economy. We should appreciate the fact
that progress has been made in the provision of basic services and in the macroeconomic
stabilisation since the dawn of democracy. However, we have a long way to go, particularly,
in the transformation of the economy. South Africa’s economy is still mostly under the
control of white males who held power under apartheid. The structure of the apartheid-era
economy has remained largely intact. Our government needs to take more drastic steps
to make sure the economic situation takes a radical adjustment. The time has come to do
something more drastic towards economic transformation and freedom.
There are sabotaging attempts by some institutions whose mandate is to support
government’s economic transformation in the country but they choose to do the opposite.
Typical example in this regard is the Public Investment Corporation [PIC] and Government
Employees Pension Fund [GEPF]. There billions of rands in these institutions which must
assist government in transforming the economy at an accelerated pace. However, elements
within these institutions are hell-bent in ensuring that government fails dismally. It
is our organisational obligation and social responsibility to bring about change in this
environment. This congress must debate our immediate approach and practicable to
change this unacceptable state of affairs. No society can surely be flourishing and happy,
of which the far greater part of the members are poor and miserable. We need to seriously
rethink the meaning of liberation in South Africa. No society can claim to be truly liberated
whose citizens are so shot through with anxieties and mistrust. No society can claim to
be truly liberated whose poor live in the most squalid conditions imaginable and whose
wealthy avoid that fact by hiding behind high walls and thick bars. No society can claim to
be truly liberated that is so beleaguered by hate and fear that it must spend a whopping
R40 billion a year on private security to sooth its nervous soul.
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True liberation of our country should entail building a society in which all citizens benefit
meaningfully from the nation’s riches – from the land and the forests and the mineral
deposits that belong to every human being in common. Fundamental to our economic
transformation programme is the need to broaden the ownership, control and management
of the economy. Liberty lay not only in human rights, universal franchise and the abolition
of minority rule, but in the creation of a just, humane and economically fair society. This
is the yardstick by which true freedom has to be measured; therefore, South Africa has a
very long way to go.



Building the Alliance

The Tripartite Alliance was formed out of struggle, and out of the shared vision as articulated
in the Freedom Charter. It is based on the understanding that each Alliance component
enjoys political independence from the other, but also acknowledges the central role of
the ANC as the leader of the Alliance. This is a revolutionary Alliance which is a biological
expression of the interconnection between national liberation and class struggle in South
Africa. It is not a loose coalition of political formations that which could freely and easily
walk away from each other in case of disagreements. The formations shared a history and
tradition of militant struggles, membership and profound strategic perspectives about the
National Democratic Revolution.
COSATU’s 6th National Congress resolved that the Alliance remains the only vehicle capable
of bringing about fundamental transformation in South Africa. The circumstantial context
of the Alliance partners is that they were led by self-sacrificing revolutionaries, people
willing to lose life and liberty for the freedom of all South African people. All three had
been the victims of a relentless onslaught from a cancerous minority government, whose
viciousness was exacerbated by knowledge of its pending demise. All three were, in the
same way, committed to ending white minority rule. Thirty years ago ANC President Oliver
Tambo had this to say during the occasion to mark the SACP’s 60th Anniversary:
“The relationship between the ANC and the SACP is not an accident of history, nor is
it a natural and inevitable development. For, as we can see, similar relationships have
not emerged in the course of liberation struggles in other parts of Africa... Ours is not
merely a paper Alliance, created at conference tables and formalised through the signing
of documents and representing only an agreement of leaders. Our Alliance is a living
organism that has grown out of struggle. We have built it out of our separate and common
experiences”.
It is very important to remember that being part of the Alliance, it is our responsibility
to protect, defend and deepen the unity of this Alliance as working class formations.
The chunk of this responsibility and our revolutionary obligation is that we must never
cherry-pick to sometimes step aside and behave as if we are outside our Alliance and the
revolution, and have the luxury to lament or criticise as outsiders. To pick to act as if we
are outside the Alliance [as we witnessed those who were hamstrung to collapse COSATU
and the broader Alliance] when things get tough, and to seek to prioritise media recognition
is nothing but rank shadiness. Such kind of behaviour does not belong to the ranks of the
working class. All progressive formations should do everything in their capacity to foster
unity within the Alliance. We must all be committed to the struggle for working class unity
which must encompass respect for a diversity of opinions amongst the organised working
class and the popular masses. This Alliance is not based on conformity and monolithic or
colossal interpretation of events, but it is a strategic Alliance which must be sustained.
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We must avoid a temptation to change the historical character and purpose of the Alliance,
regardless of challenges we face today as a component, group or individuals. Each Alliance
component partner has a political responsibility to guard against tendencies that threaten
the unity of the Alliance. This is a unique political entity, and none of us must celebrate
when it faces challenges. We must make sure that the bold headlines about the imminent
death of the Alliance as waste of time and ink because the Alliance must live for a long
time to come. However, as we all know, there are challenges that must be dealt with.
For the past two to three years, our federation had been entangled in hard but necessary
processes aimed at ensuring the organisation is safeguarded. This on the basis of
unwarranted and foreign tendencies that had found space and wanted to capture
the federation with the sole aim of dividing the Alliance through working closely with
international and local forces whom our relations as an Alliance did not sit well with.
These predispositions’ ultimate goals of consistently undermining the federation rules and
guidelines, poaching members from other sectors they were not organised under, funding
smaller unions to buy their support and continuously attacking Alliance structures
through media when proper channels for raising concerns had always been available,
were all inspired by their short-sighted vision which seeks to divide and take over the
federation and use it to fight the SACP and ANC. All these actions are aimed at ensuring
that the Alliance is weakened and rendered dysfunctional and to bring about its ultimate
demise. This was done partly in the interest of the former COSATU GS who unsuccessfully,
attempted to bargain for a leadership position in the ANC. He did this undermining the
normal processes and principles within the federation, which he was well aware of and
fully participated. He has dismally failed and it will be wise for him to realise that he is now
entering the political dustbin of history.
It is paramount that we root out these elements which seek to divide the Federation, and
this is so on the basis that a weak Trade Union movement will ultimately lead to weak
affiliates. Such ideological blunder will lead to a weak Tripartite Alliance and the loss of all
our democratic gains. We need to actively find ways in which we strengthen our structures
and learn from what had been demonstrated by these renegades in ensuring COSATU
never relives such unbecoming acts. For us, the unity in COSATU is fundamental and
we must stop at nothing in defending it! We must therefore, reiterate that the Tripartite
Alliance remains the only hope for the workers and the working class in South Africa.



2014 General Elections

POPCRU CEC in November 2014 took time to make critical analysis of the 5th national
elections held in May 2014 and what they translated to in terms of the South African
politics. The fifth election were held under conditions of world-wide adult suffrage since
the end of the brutal system of apartheid in 1994, and also the first held since the passing
on of the world icon Tata Nelson Mandela. It was also the first time that South African
expatriates were allowed to vote in a South African national election. The 2014 National
and Provincial General elections had a total of 211 registered political parties. 152 of these
were registered nationally and the rest were in provinces with the Western Cape having
the largest number of 30 registered parties. The ANC was voted back to office by over 11
million people of South Africa making it to win the 2014 elections by 62,15% and qualified
for 249 seats in Parliament. Every attempt was made to undermine and down play the
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electoral victory of the ANC and elevated the increase in numbers by the opposition. It was
an argument which followed the pattern of the Polokwane victory where those who lost
continued to define the results in terms of the 60/40 divide. At the centre of this was to
undermine the results of a democratic process which is based on majority rule.
It was even more disturbing to note that amongst others it was NUMSA, a COSATU
affiliate at the time, which was supposed to be guided by the resolutions and constitution
of COSATU, but chose to go public with statistics which were seeking to undermine,
downplay and counter the ANC electoral victory. What could be expected from them with
their earlier announcement of an intention to consider contesting the forthcoming local
government elections in 2016? This stance of an attempt to undermine the ANC’s electoral
victory continues to play itself out in parliament and is seen in how the opposition is
forming itself into an unholy coalition against the ANC leadership with the main target
being the ANC President. [Good-bye Numsa, we will not miss you for an inch and we dearly
welcome LIMUSA to the ranks of COSATU]. The metal workers belong to COSATU and not
to the obsolete and hopeless United Front.



Promotion of Labour Relations within the continent

The strongest feature of POPCRU is its recognition of the civil and basic human rights of
all people in South Africa including those employed in the services of South African Police
Services, Correctional Services and the Traffic Department. We recognise further that such
basic human rights are fundamental rights worthy of enhancement and protection, and we
are as such committed to the creation and development of a security establishment, which
is the just expression of the will of the people. Moving from this premise, in 2001 POPCRU
resolved to promote labour relations within SADC in ensuring that other countries in the
Southern African region also enjoy improved labour legislation that promotes a culture of
human rights and human dignity.
Police and prison officers [as affectionately known in SADC region] have different conditions
of service but also share a number of common concerns and interests. These common
interests include, but are not limited to poor working conditions, high levels of crime
and social unrest, and very poor police community relations. It is for this reason that
POPCRU took a resolution to unionise the police and prison officers throughout SADC
as an intervention of giving them a collective voice when dealing with issues pertaining
to sound labour relations. While police labour rights are recognised in most Western
countries and even encouraged, South Africa is currently the only country in the Southern
African region in which police unionism is a reality. As a result, POPCRU realised that
the attainment of social and political rights for Police and Correctional Service [Prisons]
employees is not only important or relevant in South Africa, but should be achieved in the
rest of the Southern Africa as well. Police members, like other workers in the public and
private sector, have the right to form and join representative organisations such as trade
unions/associations. POPCRU strongly believes that Police Unions contribute positively to
the overall effectiveness and professionalism of the Police. Therefore, POPCRU committed
itself to assist in building Police representative organisations and developing processes
and structures for collective bargaining by convening International Symposiums with the
purpose of inculcating responsible and sound labour relations among Police and Prisons in
SADC and beyond with respect and compliance of individual country legislative provisions
by sharing experiences that will improve internal and external governance of policing in
Africa.
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To take this essential resolution forward, we have since held International Symposiums
in a number of countries within SADC, namely: Lesotho in 2006, 2009 in Botswana and
in Zambia in 2013. There has been appetite about this project in other countries abroad
like Argentina and we are looking at the feasibility and achievability of convening the
fifth symposium in Latin America. More information about this project, the developments
thereof is fully covered under the International report. We are proud to state that POPCRU
is really playing a pivotal role around the globe.



International Solidarity

POPCRU regards all people around the globe as equals with equal rights under international
law. We should positively contribute greater pursuit of collective leadership in order to secure
greater security, peace, dialogue and equity between and amongst poor and rich nations.
We have to be part of the likeminded people of the world for peace, solidarity and social
transformation to create a world free of human rights abuses and creation of sustainable
environments. Within this ambit we condemn Morocco’s current oil development program
in Western Sahara, and to call on Morocco to follow through on its commitment under
the 1988 settlement plan to allow a referendum in Western Sahara. For over twentyfive years, the people of Western Sahara have been struggling for self-determination and
independence. The Moroccan government has always abused human rights in Western
Sahara in different brutal and inhumane ways. Morocco is still imprisoning Saharawis
who are peaceful demonstrators or peaceful defenders of human rights for the sole reason
that these people are calling for a referendum to be held in Western Sahara and that the
Saharawis should be allowed to exercise their right to self-determination. Not only is the
right to self-determination a natural right of a people, but it is included in the United
Nations Charter and is one of the basic principles that the UN is empowered to preserve.
All of these prisoners were, and have been, a target for unjustified attention, torture,
and surveillance. These actions constitute a human rights violation on the part of the
Moroccan government.
The African Union supports Western Sahara and condemns Morocco’s occupation.
However, until now, this has mainly taken the form of warm words at summits, with little
action or focus on resources. There should be consideration of a strategy of global boycott
of products of companies involved in the illegal exploitation of the natural resources of
Western Sahara. African states should support this move; take their solidarity to the
next level and work to actively sanction companies exploiting Western Sahara’s resources.
Africa should be prepared to ratchet up sanctions, if necessary, to demonstrate solidarity,
if no movement is forthcoming in the peace process and Saharawis continue to be denied
self-determination.
We further condemn the imprisonment of the Palestinians in The Gaza Strip by Israel. We
also condemn the USA military assistance to Israel which by July 2014 amounted to130
billion dollars for artillery. What sort of people are these of Israel, snipers deliberately
killing children and tank commanders firing shells into family apartments when they see
people living there? Worse of for the Israelis keep expanding into the West Bank territory
and creating settlements there and every couple of years the Israelis have a turkey shoot,
except it is not turkeys they are shooting, but defenceless people of Palestine. We have
to elicit international opposition to Israel’s policies and break the siege of Gaza. We join
those who continue to raise international awareness about the prison-like closure of the
Gaza Strip and pressure the international community to review its sanctions policy and
end its support for continued Israeli occupation. Within the same breath of international
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solidarity, we stand by the Cuban people in defence of their revolution. We fully support the
Cuban Revolution – an armed revolt conducted by Cuban activists under the leadership of
Cde Fidel Castro against the US-backed authoritarian government of Batista. We welcome
the release of the Cuban Five and highly welcome their visit to South Africa in a week’s
time. We continue to condemn the United States’ economic embargo against Cuba which
exists as of 2015 despite the promise by President Barack Obama. The blockade has failed
to force the ‘regime change’ successive US administrations wanted in Cuba. May I take
this opportunity to applaud the role played by the Cubans to liberate some parts of Africa
including our own country South Africa.
We want to express our profound and firmest solidarity with the people and the government
of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela in the face of imperialist threats from the United
States. We firmly believe that the US policy towards South America reached a new low
in recent times when President Barack Obama invoked powers to declare the ostensible
“national emergency with respect to the unusual and extraordinary threat to the national
security and ‘foreign policy of the United States’ posed by the situation in Venezuela”. This
is nothing but an imperialist declaration by the US preparing fertile grounds to launch
a military attack on Venezuela or to isolate Venezuelans while supporting regime change
through active interference backing right-wing groupings. By the same token, sections
of the population in Brazil are mobilised to demand the foreign intervention of the US to
unseat democratically elected President Dilma Rousseff. On the other hand in Argentina,
Chile and elsewhere on the continent, notwithstanding the huge challenges that confront
the process of progressive transformation, such as slow economic growth, corruption
allegations, etc., the United States’ imperialist onslaught to regain lost right-wing ground
in its declared “backyard” is visible throughout. This seeks to reverse progressive gains
and reassert imperialist exploitation and domination.
The United State has now unashamedly transformed its traditional imperial posture
towards the global South of the Western Hemisphere and challenges the continent-wide
Bolivarian cause of Latin America and the Caribbean, independence and sovereignty. It
has effectively sent a go-ahead to the ultra-right opposition that has been behind much
of the instability and violent clashes in Brazil and Venezuela during the last period to
unleash the same on a rampant basis. This tyranny is actually unleashed against all of the
peoples of the world who rightly exercise their independence, national self-determination
and sovereignty which in turn go against United States’ imperialist domination.



World Trade Organisation [WTO], World Trade Organisation [WTO] & World Bank
[WB]

Let me touch on the distress brought about by the imperialist organisations towards
the whole world – typically known as the Bretton Woods institutions. The International
Monetary Fund along with the World Trade Organisation and the World Bank has put the
global economy on a path of greater inequality and environmental destruction. The IMF’s
and World Bank’s structural adjustment policies ensure debt repayment by requiring
countries to cut spending on education and health, eliminate basic food and transportation
subsidies, devalue national currencies to make exports cheaper, privatise national assets
and freeze wages. Such belt-tightening measures increase poverty, reduce the ability
of developing countries to improve strong domestic economies and allow multinational
corporations to exploit workers and the environment.
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An example is the IMF loan package to Argentina which was tied to cuts in salaries of
doctors and teachers and decreases in social security payments.. The IMF has made elites
from the Global South more accountable to First World elites than their own people,
thus undermining the democratic process. The IMF is funded with taxpayer money, yet
it operates behind a veil of secrecy. Members of affected communities do not participate
in designing loan packages. The IMF works with a select group of central bankers and
finance ministers to make polices without input from other government agencies such
as health, education and environment departments. The institution has resisted calls for
public scrutiny and independent evaluation.



Emergence of BRICS as an Economic Bloc

One of the significant efforts in the world towards the formation of trading bloc in 20th
century is the economic union of the BRICS [Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa].
The rise of these emerging powers is reshaping the global economy and, more gradually,
international politics. Growing much faster than the rest of the world, these economies
are changing the structure of international production and trade, the nature and direction
of capital flows, and the patterns of natural resource consumption. At the same time, the
growth of these countries is beginning to shift the global distribution of power, forcing
the great powers to come to terms with reality that they will need to share management
of international rules and systems in the coming decades. From last decade the world
has experienced significant transformations in geopolitical and economic terms, and in
the location, organisation and distribution of production. For several reasons, emerging
economies such BRICS have acquired a most important role in the world economy as
producers of goods and services, receivers of capital or potential consumer markets.
Of all the many multi-nation agencies that came up during the last century very few have
emerged as a force to reckon with. Now it is high time to see what kind of future lies ahead
for the BRICS countries. The permanent members of the United Nations are the winners
of the Second World War and, accordingly, they have emerged as the virtual monarchs of
the globe. If the BRICS grouping is successful in the attainments of its goals, of which it
should be, and the West loses its credibility, then the then the BRICS could become the
P5 and also bring the desired change to the existing global bodies like the UN, the IMF
and the World Bank. During the last many decades, the G8 has been the rule making
body with respect to the world economic and political setup. In the present scenario, three
countries of the BRICS bloc may emerge as an economic powerhouse and may create
a new economic and political order. If three other countries, especially Indonesia and
Mexico, join the bloc then this bloc could replace the G8. Under the present economic
scenario this could happen.



POPCRU’s Strategic Approach on National and International issues

The survival of any organisation or business comes down to Tactics, Tools and Strategies
of driving it and the resources employed in the process. The order of execution may vary
depending upon the person tasked to develop the plan in that organisation. Some people
do better with looking at lots of tools and asking themselves: “How can I use these tools
to accomplish my goals and which ones do I use?” While others may look at tactics
that have been tried and proven successful and determine which tactics best apply
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to them and their goals. And, many start with developing a sound strategy, then
determine which tactics and tools best suits their needs to accomplish their goals.
Out of this analogy, we have developed a Discussion Document for this congress termed:
“Taking POPCRU Towards 8th National Congress and beyond”. The document requires
congress to emerge with ways and means of making POPCRU survives at any given stage
or period, what materials should it employ at which point, what should be the level of
approach in such process, etc.
We want to develop the Strategy and Tactic of this organisation so as to strengthen it in
a long-term methodology. We should vigorously engage so as to do justice in that regard
and emerge with the required outcome. Part of this process was that the organisation
convened a Policy Conference to make an assessment of the relevance or none thereof of
our current policies. Our definition of policy is that it is a set of ideas and proposals for
action, which culminates in an organisational decision. Typically, policy will become a rule
or regulation, enforceable by any structure. We have taken all our policies for review and
they will be presented to this congress for deliberation by delegates.



Anti-Crime Summit

Directed by the 7th National Congress in 2011, we successfully convened an Anti-Crime
Summit on 28 – 30 May 2012 in Birchwood Conference Centre in Boksburg. The summit
was attended by the Ministers within the Criminal Justice Cluster, Academia and Political
analysts. The broad Programme of the summit covered, amongst others, the following
critical areas:
 Effective integration and reengineering of the Criminal Justice System presented by
the former Minister of Justice and Constitutional Development, Jeff Radebe.
 The role of the community in fighting crime presented by Mr Mphuti - National
Chairperson of the Community Poling Forum Board.
 Organised crime as a threat to global security, economy and the State presented by
Brigadier Abbai Naidoo – INTERPOL.
 Legislative Framework prior and post-apartheid.
At the outset of convening this Anti-Crime Summit under the Theme: “Integrated
interventions of fighting crime in the 21st century”, we subscribed to specific and
strategic objectives, which were:
a)

To gain an understanding from a range of perspectives about the nature and prevalence
of crime in South Africa.

b)

To map out the role that a wide range of actors – both state and non-state – are
playing in trying to reduce levels of crime and insecurity informed by the current SA
crime statistics as released by SAPS.

c)

To determine what the role of the labour movement, in particularly police unions
should be in helping to combat crime and tackle issues related to Criminal Justice
cluster.

d)

To learn about policing best practices from other parts of the world in combating
crime and making communities feel safer.
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e)

To build a sense of professional commitment amongst POPCRU members in fighting
crime within a human rights framework.

We emerged out of the Anti-Crime Summit revitalised by robust engagements that were
seeking to ensure that South Africa becomes a crime free nation with a full understanding
that crime contribute to poverty, underdevelopment, unemployment and de-investment.
We were inspired by great presentations and contributions made by various speakers and
presenters from all progressive movements nationally and internationally. We also took
into considerations the revolutionary lessons learnt from true nation builder and selfless
leaders, who passed on before laying down their own lives for us to live freely. The ultimate
intent and purpose of the summit was to map a way forward on mechanisms to sufficiently
address the root causes of crime and come up with intervention strategies in combating
such. This among others made attempts to ensure that systems were put in place by
all the relevant organs of the state, stakeholders and other role players in adequately
addressing the current gaps in the fight against crime. We underscored the importance of
internal democracy within the organisation and our National Crime Summit has provided a
platform to bring to the core the critical challenges facing the law enforcement Agencies in
general. The resolutions arrived at during the summit were shared and with all concerned
role players for implementation in dealing with the scourge of crime in South Africa.



Transformation of the Criminal Justice Cluster

As I indicated earlier on, we have convened this 8th National Congress under the under the
Theme: “Transforming the Criminal Justice Cluster in defence of the working Class struggle
for the advancement of the National Democratic Revolution”. In drafting and coming to a
resolution to adopt this theme, we looked at a number of aspects with sectors we operate.
It was not just a mere exercise of formulating a theme because part of the congress should
be development of theme. We have made thorough analysis of where we come from, where
we are and where should we be. From that analogy, we emerged with this ingrained theme.
The criminal justice system needs to be transformed such that the coordination of its
functions is not only on top levels, but also filter down to the magistrates, constables,
correctional and traffic officials on the ground. Though there are signs of improvement
from time to time, community participation in the cluster is minimal in this regard. There
are challenges within or around the operation of the witness protection program. At
times, members of community [which is critical component of fighting crime] do not have
confidence that they would be protected if they come forward with information or expose
the syndicates.
It is important to biff-up this important component such that the integrated effort of fighting
crime becomes a reality. Indeed it has been demonstrated that crime and corruption is not
only an issue confronting Police alone, it affects communities as well. The establishment
of good working relations between the two has and can continue yielding better results in
our quest to build safer communities. Despite all these issues we have raised, there is a
moral dilemma. We may have a highly trained, technological advanced and numerically
strengthened police service, yet if the levels of poverty, inequality and unemployment are
not taken into cognisance and effectively addressed with the urgency they deserve, the
fight against crime becomes prolonged, if not stagnant. In the same breath, we are not
about to win this war in an environment where corruption is rife in the public service in
general and in the police, justice and correctional services in particular.
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We condemn such actions by those who collude with the criminal world in all strongest
sense. Those within the law enforcement agencies who are part of these criminal societies
should be exposed and taken to task. We have witnessed that the Judiciary and National
Prosecuting Authority are today utilised by reactionary forces to gain anything they fail to
gain through the ballot. This is anarchy at its best and it must be tackled face-to-face. We
can never be onlookers whereas these bigoted and counter-revolutionary forces are on the
campaign to reverse the gains brought about by the dawn of the new dispensation under
the so-called: “rule of law”.
We cannot afford to witness a government institution which is still 90% white at this
day and age who are hell-bent to maintain the defunct apartheid policy. The devastation
caused by former Scorpions members [majority of them from apartheid Security Branch]
who are regrouping in SARS, in the HAWKS & within NPA should be tackled head-on.
Having said that, we call on the Minister of Justice and Correctional Services to convene
a summit on transformation of the Justice component [National Prosecuting Authority,
the Judiciary and all adjacent units within this critical department]. This should not only
be another talk-show. Such summit must emerge with tangible and effective practicable
solutions and interventions aimed at tackling all obstructions and tailbacks within this
component to be reflective of the South African demographics.



Merger of two departments [Justice & Correctional Services]

In the new administration shaped in May 2014 the Departments of Justice and Correctional
Services were amalgamated. Both departments now report to the Minister of Justice and
Corrections though they remain two separate and self-standing portfolios, with their own
heads of department and their own budgets. This merger should not be the name change,
but we must be in a position to see value for this process. We are not going to stand by
and be onlookers, we are going to dirty our hands to bring real change in this sector.
We are not going to ask permission from anybody in doing that, the mandate we will be
getting from this Workers Parliament on policy matters will be delivered without exception.
Our members should at all times be law abiding citizens and promote safety and security
among our communities. We strongly condemn instances within the law enforcement
agencies are charged with the acts of rape, crime and corruption. We have witnessed
steps taken to improve policing, including the provision of better resources to various
police stations, the establishment of operational control centres across the country, the
deployment of additional capital equipment, and the improvement of arrests, investigation
and prosecution capabilities.



Gender Disproportion

The need to confront and overcome gender oppression in our society cannot be overly
emphasised, and neither can we make the assumption that the oppression of women
will simply wither away under some future progressive dispensation. Neither the NDR
nor socialism can be consolidated unless we simultaneously and self-consciously attack
gender oppression. The resilience of patriarchal institutions and practices has largely,
though not exclusively, been reinforced by ideologically projecting women’s oppression
and gender inequalities as part of the ordinary norms encapsulated in our society. We
need to acknowledge that within the working class and the poor, patriarchal practices are
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still prevalent and harsh. Patriarchal attitudes, coupled with the general social distress
and dislocation felt by the poor of our country also result in extremely high levels of
domestic violence and abuse directed against women and children. Hence the importance
of consciously combating patriarchy as a necessary component of mobilising and
strengthening the working class as a whole.
From POPRU’s perspective, we took the issue of gender quite serious. We started by putting
policies in place to ensure that gender becomes the lifeblood of POPCRU. We ensured that
it became a practice and organisational policy position that the leadership at all levels
should address gender disproportion. As a means to developing women cadres, POPCRU
took a group of thirty women in 2008 to acquire leadership qualification through the
University of Western Cape. The second group was taken through the same academic
institution in 2011 whilst elevating the first group to advance level. The graduates occupy
positions of responsibility within the organisation and in other sectors. This is also a
policy commitment as we deal with Human Resources processes.



The Demon of Xenophobia

Just when we were focused on determining remedies for the socio economic challenges
and internal impediments within our structures, we woke up to the sad realisation that
emanated in the unfortunate attacks on foreign nationals living in South Africa, and
though they only occurred in small parts of the country, they made a national topic since
they could have easily spread to other parts like wild fires. This was a sad realisation as we
have rejected and continue to reject such hostilities against our fellow brothers and sisters
from the continent of our birth.
While we call on workers to unite, these acts had set up workers against each other and
only served to benefit the employers as some of the sparks leading to these attacks were
on the basis of their treatment and conditions in maximising profits. In almost all cases of
xenophobic attacks, the contention is with regards to the question of who gets employed,
and the fact that these employers prefer foreigners due to the level of exploitation they
freely impose on them only means they likely get into conflicts with South Africans, mostly
those who lost their jobs or unemployed. We should also acknowledge there were levels of
criminality within these acts, as the majority of South Africans, as frustrated as they might
be about limited opportunities, did not resort to these violent measures. This challenge of
having people from both inside and outside the country moving to urban areas for search
of employment is consistent with features of our infrastructure. In our country, whatever
infrastructural development that was done was concentrated on the basis of the minerals’
location. This development was and still is along routes from the ports to where minerals
are to be exploited, and back to the ports, and development rarely takes place outside
developed areas. Majority of our shack dwellers are South Africans who come to cities like
Johannesburg to seek job opportunities, and this has evidently created urban decay.
Part of the solution to resolve these challenges are to ensure we take decisive action
to decentralise the economy. Urban decentralisation does not mean having malls in
townships, but rather empowering townships to create opportunities that will sustain
themselves by creating employment initiatives where people are. The economic refugees
compete with the millions of unemployed South Africans for too few jobs, and largely
because of the unemployment rate our youth finds themselves, this challenge will still
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manifest itself in the future, hopefully limited to dialogue rather than the unnecessary
and inhumane acts displayed recently. For our beloved continent to persist through the
many challenges created both by ourselves and the western world, we need to wake up to
the reality that the prosperity of Africa is our prosperity, and its failure will be ours. Let
us commit ourselves to the saying that when your neighbour’s house is on fire, you would
better assists, lest yours catches it too.



Organisational Discipline and Democracy

We have a proud and rich history of a democratic culture and debate within our ranks. Been
formed within the security environment, we experienced a lot challenges organisationally
and structurally. The rich culture I refer to prevailed and flourished even under the difficult
conditions of this movement’s formation. This is a culture which should continually
adjust as conditions change and as the movement adapts itself in pursuit of the National
Democratic Revolution. There was a debate towards the 7th National Congress about a lack
of democratic culture is the extent to which individuals who disagree with the dominant
view in the movement were seen to be marginalised or victimised. No doubt the congress
resolved this aspect with the necessary enthusiasm. There are a number of principles that
POPCRU adheres to in terms of organisational democracy and to name a few:
 POPCRU Leadership is elected at all levels, and elections are held at regular intervals
as prescribed by the Construction.
 There is no single individual who is irreplaceable and the discussion of the leadership
at any level in our structures is open than destructive lobbying which brings
organisations down to their knees.
 Elected leadership can be recalled before the end of their term of office if they are not
disciplined.
 POPRU has leadership collectives, instead of a single leader, at all levels of organisation
– Institutions, Locals, PECs, PSCs, the NEC and the CEC.
We are all bound by these principles at all levels of the organisation. Decisions arrived at
in any of the structures should be respected by the lower structures.



Our Membership Growth Capacity

We continue to make strides in keeping up with our long-standing record of being the
majority union within the criminal justice. Through our membership growth and retention
strategies, we come from a figure of 117 000 in December 2011, and are currently sitting
at a membership of 125 000 in the South African Police Services alone. In the Department
of Correctional Services, we experienced inadequate growth over the past four years
and this needs serious concentration with tangible intervention measures. Part of our
deliberations during this congress should be our approach to turn-around the situation.
In the department of Traffic, in December 2011, we stood at 4 900 and we are currently
sitting at 5 500. I must emphasise that though there has been signs of growth on the
overall membership, it is not at the expected rate and for that, more work needs to be done
in solidifying our majority representation in all sectors.
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Collective Bargaining

The PSCBC Resolution 1 of 2012 deals with wage increment in the Public Sector. A wage
agreement was signed between the government [employer] and recognised unions in
the Public sector, which POPCRU forms part. It was signed just after our 7th National
Congress in 2011. In terms of the agreement, general increment in 2012 was 7% and in
the subsequent two years up to 2013: CPI+1% = 6.8% and 2014: CPI+1% = 7.2%. The
resolution also made provision for the following:
 Recognition of Long Service;
 Recognition of improved qualifications;
 Improvement of the night shift allowance;
 Improvement of Shop steward Leave, family responsibility leave and pre-natal leave,
 Introduction and implementation of Government Employees Housing Scheme [GEHS];
 Review of PSCBC Resolution 3 of 2009, and;
 Minimum Service Level Agreement amongst others.
It is worth noting that 80% of the provisions have been implemented and outstanding
maters relate to the following:
 Introduction and implementation of Government Employees Housing Scheme [GEHS];
 Review of PSCBC Resolution 3 of 2009,
 Decent work and;		
 Minimum Service Level Agreement amongst others.
Recently we have signed a three-year deal with effect from 1st of April 2015. The general
increment is 7% and CPI + 1 for the subsequent two years. We also went an extra mile
in ensuring that our members are taken care of in terms of the housing scheme with
the state offering a R1 200 housing allowance across the board for the categories who
currently enjoy the allowance as follows:
 Enrolment of employees in January 2016,
 Annual adjustment of the allowance by CPI from 1st of July 2017. Introduction of a
savings facility for employees who do not own houses as we as new employees who
shall receive the R900 and have the difference saved in the scheme under conditions
that are detailed in the draft agreement amongst other things.
A settlement agreement for the Artisans was signed in February this year and the focus
was on all those members who initially were employed as Correctional Officers. These
members were given a choice to remain as Artisans or migrate to an OSD centre based
arrangement. Those who choose to migrate to OSD centre based and did not receive a R7
500.00, were automatically compensated as such.
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Department of Traffic

Traffic is a policing function and should be regarded as such. We took a resolution in
this regard that this component should be nationalised to ensure that its operations are
fabulously aligned and reorganised to the anticipated direction. We have engaged the
Minister of Transport in this regard and we are on the same wave-length to move towards
nationalising Traffic policing. In 2013 we took action against the failure of South Africa
Police Service to abide by the 2012 collective agreement concluded at the Safety and
Security Sectoral Bargaining Council to address the plight of personnel in SAPS who are
employed under the Public Service Act. I am happy to hear stating that through POOCRU’s
action, 90% of our members’ levels were upgraded. Finalisation of the rest of the other
categories is currently underway in the SSSBC.



In conclusion

As POPCRU members, we remain committed to working closely and with commitment to
the community, including any other progressive minded sections of the public. We seek to
build a safer environment which will protect and serve the interest of all South Africans.
For as long as there is poverty and equality, we shall continue fighting for social justice.
For as long as there are children who cannot access free, quality education the struggle
shall continue. For as long as women suffer under the yoke of gender oppression, racism
and capitalist exploitation, we shall fight relentlessly. For as long as there is a worker
without decent job and a living wage, Aluta Continua.
As we commence with the business of this congress, each and every one of us here, must
vow to make POPCRU stronger when we leave, than it was when we started. Thousands
of our membership has their hopes on this gathering, in order to improve their working
conditions and contribute in transformation of their work places. We dare not fail them.
He invited the delegates and guests to deliberate robustly on the Secretariat report, the
four discussion documents to be introduced by the General Secretary and Financial report
which will be presented by the National Treasurer. In this hour, the 8th National Congress
is accordingly declared officially opened.

3.

Credentials Report

Credentials were in accordance with chapter 4, section 10.1.1, which indicates that the
National Congress shall be convened every four years and its composition shall be as
follows:
(a)

The National Congress shall be composed of the following:
 National Office Bearers;
 Heads of Departments;
 National Gender Co-ordinators; and
 Representatives appointed by each province of the union. Each province will be
entitled to 0,5% delegates to its total membership.
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(b)

The distribution of delegates per province as per the already outlined constitutional
provision was as follows:
 Eastern Cape		

=

108

 Free State		

=

61

 Gauteng			=

224

 Kwa Zulu-Natal		

123

=

 Limpopo			=

(c)

48

 Mpumalanga		

=

49

 North West		

=

45

 Northern Cape		

=

33

 Western Cape		

=

101

Total				=

792

Congress Delegates

The Voting Delegates per province and officials present were presented by the General
Secretary to the 8th National Congress as follows:
No.

NOBs/Province

Allocated
delegation

Females

Males

Variance

Total

1.

National Office Bearers

06

02

04

00

06

2.

National Gender Coordinators

02

02

00

00

02

3.

Heads of Departments

05

02

03

00

05

4.

Media Officers

01

00

01

00

01

5.

Eastern Cape

108

55

53

00

108

6.

Free State

61

27

33

01

60

7.

Gauteng

224

76

140

08

216

8.

Kwa-Zulu Natal

123

50

62

11

112

9.

Limpopo

48

25

22

01

47

10.

Mpumalanga

49

23

26

00

49

11.

North West

45

20

25

00

45

12.

Northern Cape

33

15

18

00

33

13.

Western Cape

101

52

49

00

101

807

349

438

21

785

Total

The above credentials were endorsed by the National Executive Committee [NEC] convened
on the 11th of April 2015.
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Quorum

(d)

Section 4 of the Constitution states that: “A quorum for the National Congress shall be
the majority of the delegates eligible to be present provided that at least two-thirds of the
provinces are represented. In the event of there not being a quorum the meeting shall
stand adjourned and shall be reconvened within a period of eight [08] weeks. At such
adjourned meeting the delegates present shall form a quorum. At least four [04] weeks
written notice of such adjourned meeting shall be given to the locals and provinces”.
The credentials outlined here constituted a quorum as per the constitutional provision.
Former NEC members

(e)
i.

Mr Gregory Rockman

:

1st POPCRU President

ii.

Mr Johnny Jansen 		

:

1st Deputy President

iii.

Mr Pieter Loggenberg		

:

1st Dep. Gen. Secretary

iv.

Mr Randolf Fortuin 		

:

Additional member

v.

Ms Andrina Rhode 		

:

1st General Secretary

vi.

Mr Willem Jacobs		

:

1st National Treasurer

vii.

Mr Cecil Petersen 		

:

Additional member

Guests

(f)

The following guests attended the congress:
No.

ORGANISATION / INDIVIDUAL

NAME & SURNAME

1.

KZN MEC: Economic development, tourism &
Environmental affairs

Mike Mabuyakhulu

2.

Durban Executive Mayor

James Nxumalo

3.
4.

Sipho Khumalo
Cross Border Road Transport Agency

Nandipha Mboxela

5.

Victor Dladla

6.

Road Transport Management Cooperation
[RTMC]

Advocate Msibi

7.

Department of Transport

Minister: Honourable Elizabeth Dipuo Peters

8.
9.

Tebogo Mokoena
Department of Correctional Services

Dep. Commissioner – Alfred Tsetsane

10.

Sydney Twani

11.

Minister: Honourable Nkosinathi Nhleko

12.
13.

Thulani Tshabalala

South African Police Service

First Manyaku

14.
15.

National Commissioner: Riah Phiyega
Department of Public Service and
Administration

Dr Alex Mahapa
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16.

Professor Sipho Seepe

17.

Ester Ndou

18.

Judge Essa Moosa

19.

Jabulile Sishuba

20.

John Joseph

21.
22.

John Masokameng

Other Guests

Saul Chuma

23.

Ningi Mkhize

24.

Prince Mokotedi

25.

Mvuyo Mvelase Ndziba

26.

Nkosinjane Walter Mashiya

27.

Minkie Adoons

28.

Blade Nzimande

29.

Joe Mpisi

30.
31.

Solomon Mapaila

South African Communist Party [SACP]

Lesego Ruth

32.

Thulas Nxesi

33.

Malesela Maleka

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.

Congress of the South African Trade Unions
[COSATU]
NUM

44.

Sifiso Khumalo
Michael Shingange

NEHAWU

Zola Sapetha
Nkosana Dolopi

SADTU

Dorcas Sekabate

42.
43.

Jan Mahlangu
Piet Matosa

40.
41.

President: S’dumo Dlamini

Jones Mompati
Thamsana Mhlongo

CEPPWAWU

Educated Nkosi

45.

Zwilenkosi Mdletshe

46.

Mpho Dipela

47.

Mphile Sibande

48.

Joe Peters

49.

Tshaka Mdiya

50.

Makhubalo Ndaba

51.
52.

Phillip Tshwale

POPCRU Group of Companies

Pheladi Motsepe

53.

Mathipe Mothepu

54.

Letlhogonolo Mashori

55.

Mxolisi Nhlangothi

56.

Kevin van Wyk

57.

Leonard Madlala

58.

Sthembiso Nodangala
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59.
60.

Dr Tshenuwani Farisani
Safer South Africa Foundation [SSAF]

Tseliso Thipanyani

54.

Dr Khulekani Sithole

55.

World Federation of Trade Unions [WFTU]

Nikolas Theodorakis

56.

ICPRA

Luke Shadbolt

57.

FOCUS

Clever Banganayi

58.

Stichting Waardering Erkenning Politie

JW van de Pol

59.

Molibeli Damane

60.

Vincent Sakhele

61.

Teboho Molumo

62.

Tlotlang Bakoko

63.

Lesotho Police Staff Association

Lebuajoang Ramokhele

64.

[LEPOSA]

Seqaba Mohloboli

65.

Ramatsepe Ramothoto

66.

Mampho Letsaba

67.

Thabang Sethipe

68.

Mamohapi Lebaka     

69.

Julia Mokomme

70.

Botswana Public Employees Union

Masego Mogwera

71.

[BOPEU]

Lillian Motswakgotleng

73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.

Olefile Monakwe
Friend of POPCRU

Fons Geerling
Saskia Doorenstein

Nederlandse Politiebond [NPB]

Latifa al-Ayachi

CTP [Congo]

Vincent Kapenga Kandolo: GS
Ernesto Rodrigues

Workers Central Union of Cuba [CTC]

Jose Antonio Alfonso Monterry

80.

Mauritius Government Employees union

Radhakrishma Sardien

81.

Mauritius Government Employees union

Vickramaduth Beesoon

82.

Enoch Nelani

83.

Peter ‘Billy” Nkuna

84.

Joseph Mashoabathe

85.

Themba Mzondi

86.

Cappy Matutoane

87.

Former POPCRU Office Bearers

Raphepheng Mataka

88.

Boas Mojetsi

89.

Steven Matsemela

90.

Sibongile Nkosi

91.

Mongezi Bathembu

92.

Lesego Wolfe
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4.
4.1.

Messages of Support
SACP General Secretary Blade Nzimande
The SACP, with its more than 230 000 members
brings you revolutionary greetings and message of
solidarity to your Congress. For us it is an occasion
to underline and strengthen the relationship that
the SACP has with POPCRU and indeed COSATU as
a whole.



Maximum working class unity and solidarity

Your Congress takes place at a crucial time in the history of the progressive trade union
movement. It takes place at a time when 30 years of neo-liberalism has seen massive
restructuring of the work-place and the working class, through amongst other things,
massive retrenchments, casualisation, employment of illegal, vulnerable immigrant
workers, and labour brokerage of the working class. These challenges require maximum
unity of the working class as well as solidarity amongst workers. The challenges of the
period also calls for going back to the basics: organise and service the workers. It is
perhaps time we face the reality that our majority status as the COSATU unions in many
of the sectors we organise has also bred some complacency and taking things for granted.
As the SACP we once more call for a massive campaign, led by union presidents, to revive
service to members, whilst also expanding the organisation of new members.
The SACP supports the efforts of COSATU and its affiliates to rebuild worker unity on
the basis of worker democracy, collective leadership and service to members. But is it an
accident of history that at the time of this huge offensive against the working class, some
within our ranks deliberately start causing disunity within COSATU through violating
some of its basic principles like one industry one union? Is it another accident of history
that some from within our ranks see an injury to some of the COSATU affiliates as an
opportunity for elements like the NUMSA leadership clique to cannibalise membership?
As the SACP we do not believe that this is an accident of history. The new-liberal offensive
against the working class and the opportunistic and divisive behaviours of some within
our own ranks are two sides of the same coin. This is part of an offensive by the bosses
to divide, weaken and ultimately defeat COSATU in particular. For instance there is so
much money that is bankrolling these efforts. The question is where is this dirty money
coming from? How can a union decide to expand its organisational scope, be at the heart
of forming an alternative federation, lead an effort to form a united front, and over and
above all this wants to form a workers` party. There must indeed be lots and lots of monies
behind all this. Cults of personality, business unionism, unprincipled attempts to use
unions, union and worker funds to pursue private personal profit, including, personal
political ambitions, altogether with corrupt and divisive conduct, are not helpful to the
cause of worker unity and service to members. All these and other counterproductive,
negative and destructive tendencies must be confronted openly. They must be defeated if
the progressive trade union movement is to regain its unity and strength and soldier on
to greater heights.
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The SACP wishes to commend POPCRU for its contribution and commitment to preserving
the unity of COSATU. Workers need principled and united organisation. They have a crucial
role to play in contesting workplace restructuring, challenging unfair labour practices and
advancing both workplace and societal transformation. As a class, workers are their own
liberators! As the SACP we won’t be found wanting in making our own contribution to
the unity of the working class. It is also important to point to another imperialist strategy
to divide and weaken the working class. This is the strategy to try and drive a wedge
between the communist and labour movements. In South Africa this means driving a
wedge between the SACP and COSATU in particular. It is no accident that the very same
forces that want to divide COSATU are blaming the SACP for this. The aim is to create a
conflict between organised workers and the SACP and even the ANC. We must not allow
this to happen.



Driving a second more radical phase of our transition

The task of strengthening the trade union movement must not be separated from the current
strategic and programmatic commitments of our Alliance, that of driving a second, more
radical, phase of our transition. Indeed for us as the working class driving a more radical
second phase of our transition is integrally linked to deepening the national democratic
revolution to its logical conclusion - a transition to socialism. The challenge of driving a
second radical phase has a number of critical dimensions. We have agreed that the main
content of this programme is that of economic transformation and development. We need
to shift our economy from its current semi-colonial growth trajectory. We need to transform
our economy from that of simply exporting mineral resources [‘a pit to port’ economy], to
that which seeks to build the more productive sectors of our economy, industrialisation and
manufacturing. This must also include a major state-led infrastructure build, localisation,
beneficiation, building a vibrant SMME and co-operative sector and other job-creating
initiatives. Neoliberalism is opposed to our second, more radical phase of transition.
Since 1994 monopoly capital has actively sought to reverse working class gains as we have
already outlined above. But over and above this, since 1994 there has been a massive
capital flight through trans-nationalisaton of former South African corporates, tax evasion,
transfer pricing, and dual listings. In essence, this capital flight by the beneficiaries of
apartheid and white supremacist minority is a flight from democracy and has undermined
our transformation efforts in a big way. But this was also worsened by our own government’s
flirtation with neo-liberal policies between 1996 and 2007, through removal of trade tariffs
and import duties in a rushed liberalisation of our economy. This was a period during
which we were trying to beautify ourselves before the world hoping that this would pay
off. It was part of this ill-informed set of policies that we for instance signed problematic
agreements like that of the Rome Statute, subjecting ourselves to the highly problematic
international Criminal Court – a court that has not charged Israel for its criminal actions
in Gaza, nor the U.S. and the UK on Iraq for instance.
The next task in driving a second, more radical phase is ideological. At the head of
the ideological offensive is what we have referred to as the anti-majoritarian offensive,
whose aim is to discredit majority rule and seek to undermine the majority of the ANC in
particular. It is important to bear in mind that every economic struggle is political, and
that every political struggle has an ideological dimension. Whilst we have made a lot of
advances on many ideological fronts, but the major sites and terrains for the production
and reproduction of ideas still remains untransformed and largely white male dominated.
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For instance our media still largely remains untransformed, as well as our university
professoriate which still is more than 80% white. Whilst these are not the only sites of
production of ideas, but they play a huge role in shaping the ideological outlook of any
society.
The media in our country is dominated by private monopoly, despite the fact that we have
a public broadcaster. Within this monopoly, Naspers has dominance. The old, apartheid,
broeder-bond, media giant Naspers, and its off-shoot Multichoice, has effectively gained
control of what was supposed to be democratic South Africa’s public broadcaster, the
SABC. It is inconceivable that they could have done this without the connivance, of course,
of their bought lackeys in Auckland Park. The lackeys have sold out some of the important
public broadcaster’s rights on its 24-hour news channel and new entertainment channel.
Our national heritage, SABC archives, have effectively been handed over to the control of
the private monopoly. The lackeys have, respectively, alienated the SABC of its rights of
independent programming and marketing, to Multi-Choice. The problematic relationship
subordinating the SABC to private capital accumulation, is causing an irreparable harm
on public broadcasting. According to the collusion, the SABC will not even repeat, on its
other channels, the programmes broadcast on its entertainment channel. It is by the way
to the same monopoly that the SABC has passed on television rights acquired from the
PSL. This has led to poor households denied access to most matches as these can only
be viewed on pay TV Multi-Choice. The SABC has to practically beg back the rights it has
passed on to Multi-Choice in order to broadcast some important matches.
The SACP will continue and intensify its campaign to Save our Public Broadcaster and
bring it back from the whims of private monopoly. We will continue and intensify our
campaign to achieve media transformation and diversity. We call upon POPCRU and
indeed the entire trade union movement to join us in this campaign to undo the dirty deal
between the SABC and Multi-Choice.
We will not be threatened by what clearly appears to be a witch-hunt against our senior
leadership by Naspers, News24 titles, especially the City Press. This newspaper has been
on a fishing expedition to try and discredit us. We will not back down. We will fight on,
to the end! The Times Media Group, owned by mining monopoly capital, and particularly
Business Day and the Financial Mail, owned by mining monopoly capital, has set itself up as
the principal campaigner against any attempt at advancing the agenda of industrialisation.
Notice how these titles have, like Bulldogs, consistently attacked Misters Davies and Patel
and how they rubbish the Industrial Policy Action Plan and the New Growth Path. Why?
Because their mining owners are against beneficiation as they could be forced to sell
minerals at locally rather than internationally determined prices. Ideologically, the current
semi-colonial growth path is what the bosses of The Times Media Group stand for.
The above means we need to intensify the struggles to transform academia and mainstream
media as we pursue economic transformation and development in terms of our resolve for
a second, more radical phase of the National Democratic Revolution. Transforming the
criminal justice system and fighting corruption. Whilst the transformation of the criminal
justice is a distinct and ongoing challenge, it must however be connected as part of driving
a second radical phase. Central to this is the necessity to continue the struggle to transform
the judiciary. Corruption in government is, quite correctly, campaigned against, but often
with scant attention paid to corruption, corporate collusion and white collar crime. As
a Police and Prisons Civil Rights Union, POPCRU is strategically located in exposing all
these and setting a good example on what it means to fight crime and corruption, on a
principled basis, without fear or favour!
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The SACP is a dependable ally of the union and the entire COSATU in the fight against
crime and corruption. The Party has for years now initiated a standing Red Card campaign
against crime and corruption. The campaign values the significance of social mobilisation.
It recognises that law enforcement agencies alone, without strategic partnerships with
members of the community, will find it difficult to eradicate crime and corruption. The
SACP is increasingly becoming concerned that sections of the judiciary, an important
but in many respects a still largely untransformed pillar of our constitutional democracy,
seem to be deliberately overreaching into the spheres of the other arms of the state. There
seems to be a doctrine that is being pushed that, unlike in other constitutional states, the
judiciary in South Africa must deliberately seek to shape matters that ordinarily belong to
the political arena. This is against the letter and spirit of our agreements in the negotiations
and runs the risk of our people losing faith in our political system. For example sections
of the judiciary are applauded when they over-reach into executive functions, but little is
said about the persistence of a two-tier judicial system where wealth buys access to courts
and legal defence. When a handful of MPs decide to indulge in hooliganism and seek to
render parliament dysfunctional, sections of the media applaud and the courts, which are
correctly meticulous in defending dignity within their own spaces, appear to be indifferent
about the challenge confronting parliamentary official and the wilful undermining of the
institution of parliament.
The SACP is of the view that it is time we once more have a national debate on the
separation of powers and the role of each arm of the state. We therefore need to work
together, to build, strengthen and participate in organs of people’s power, such as street
committees and community policing forums, so that ordinary workers and poor have a say
on these matters and that matters of the rule of law are not only the subject of the elite
and their media. POPCRU has an important to play in all of this.



International solidarity

Politically, the neoliberal offensive seeks to disparage any alignments, with our partners
in BRICS, for instance, that provide democratic South Africa with a degree of policy and
strategic manoeuvre within an otherwise hostile imperialist dominated world. The unfolding
international context is filled with signs of an imperialist onslaught on BRICS and all of its
partners without exception in all key areas. Given the continuing neo-liberal onslaught,
it is absolutely essential that we do not become isolated into our domestic realities, but
instead deepen international working class solidarity. We must continue with solidarity
with Cuba and not relax just because there has been some breakthrough on this front. We
must not relax.
We also need to intensify our struggle in solidarity with the Saharawi and the Palestinian
people. We must join the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions [BDS] against Israel until the
Palestinian people attain their freedom. The struggle for democracy in Swaziland requires
our active and ongoing solidarity. So we must condemn these elements who shout loudest
about the need to arrest some AU leaders but silent on the atrocities of Israel, the U.S. and
the UK. Many of them are hypocrites supported by imperialism.
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For a militant COSATU and strong Alliance

We will not achieve any of the above goals and overcome the challenges unless we build
strong organisation. We need a strong ANC with vibrant branches that are not an extension
of tenderpreneurs who want to use the ANC to accumulate wealth on a private basis. We
need ANC branches that must serve their communities. It is incumbent upon workers
to join ANC branches in their numbers. We need a strong SACP, and SACP that is not a
refuge for some to fight their own battles with the ANC. Most importantly, we need a strong,
independent and militant COSATU. We do not want a COSATU that is an extension of
government. We do not need a COSATU that is a labour desk of the ANC or the SACP. Our
revolution requires a radical and militant COSATU, but that remains part of the Alliance,
challenge government where necessary, but not be oppositionist.

4.2.

COSATU President Sidumo Dlamini

As COSATU, we are pleased to have been invited to come and
address 8th POPCRU’s National Congress. We would like to
thank POPCRU members and leaders from all levels of the
organisation for building. POPCRU into a strong and united
Trade Union. We want to thank you for choosing to rebuild
the trust of members towards their union and their leaders
when there was a clear plan to factionalise and divide the
union by some who came under the guise of working for unity
when their real intention was to sow disunity. POPCRU was
amongst the first unions to stand up in our meetings and
pointed to a plan which was intended to steal COSATU away
from its course as a trade union. This union was amongst those unions who stood firm
and said COSATU shall not be turned into a political organisation. You were amongst the
first unions to reject those who planned to divide unions in the name of helping them to
deal with internal leadership challenges. POPCRU came out and said we have the capacity
to help ourselves if those who claim to be helping us have other intentions other than to
build the union. This was a lesson for all of us that we should never bow to compromise
on our principles even when we are under pressure.
POPCRU taught us that trade unionism is about being honourable. It is about choosing
workers over anything. It is about speaking truth even when such truth will make you
to be unpopular. It is about acting decisively when it comes to defending the interests of
workers. It is about understanding that the first task of any trade union is to defend the
very trade union which is the only instrument of fighting against employers in the hands
of workers. As a union, you remain exemplary with your forthrightness, frankness and the
ability to tell us where we are wrong without intending to destroy us. POPCRU is a living
example of what happens when members say enough is enough about divisions. This
union is a living testimony to the fact that a strong organisation is build by the presence of
a united and decisive leadership who have a clear sense of where the organisation should
go. This Union of Pretty Shuping is a living example of how to rebuild an organisation
from the ruins of divisions into one of the most stable and active unions which has a close
contact with membership.
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Comrades, I want to report to you something that you already know and it is the fact that
your federation is under attack. We therefore come to this congress with high hopes that
you will spend some time discussing strategies and tactics on how to defend our Federation
from the heightened attacks directed at it. We cannot go to courts to defend ourselves,
because we have no money for courts. The little resources we have are rather directed
at doing the work of the federation. Those who have more money which is not used for
workers programme continues to take us to courts about the most obvious constitutional
matters such as the convening of the Special National Congress, a matter which was
resolved at the 2014 November CEC. Workers money was used to take us to court only
to resolve the matter in an out of court settlement, which endorsed an existing decision
of COSATU. As if that was enough workers money was used again, when we were taken
to court to have the COSATU Special National Congress listened to an appeal against the
expulsion of NUMSA. The court said there was no need for the wastage of workers money.
Those who took us to court lost the case with costs. Again it is workers money which
was used for this unnecessary and wasteful expenditure. It is even more worrying that
those who are at the forefront of this have arrogated to themselves a status of being super
communists and super revolutionaries. The plan has been to keep the federation in court
battles, so that we can direct all our resources to something else other than the pursuing
battles against employers and monopoly capital.
We now know that the plan to steal away COSATU has failed and the next big attempt is
to target affiliates and to divide them. The overall plan is to use COSATU‘s organisational
infrastructure to build a new federation and a new political party. Both of these plans
will fail. Those who are the exponents of these plans must learn lessons from COPE and
all those who tried to form new political organisations and new federations. People don’t
follow names; they follow the work of their organisations.
We are warning our members not to follow individuals but to follow organisations. In his
closing remarks to the 1969 Morogoro Conference comrade Oliver Tambo gave a warning
when he said “Be vigilant comrades, the enemy is vigilant, Defend the revolution against
enemy propaganda, whatever form it takes... “Beware of the wedge-driver, the man who
creeps from ear to ear, carrying a bag full of wedges, driving them in between you and
the next man, between a group and another, a man who goes round creating splits and
divisions. Beware of the wedge-driver, comrades. Watch his poisonous tongue”. Those
unions which are still remaining outside of COSATU Central Executive Committee [CEC]
must now tell their members as to why they are not in the COSATU CEC, why are they
not attending preparatory meetings towards the Special National Congress because they
are the ones who asked for it. Now that the Special National Congress have been called
they are planning to boycott it. They must tell their members as to where did they get the
mandate to form a united Front. We will defend those unions who are being attacked for
coming back to the COSATU CEC. COSATU is their home and they are allowed to raise all
their issues inside COSATU.
Comrades, your meeting at this congress must be about asserting the authority of our
trade unions against employers. We want to call on POPCRU and all public service
unions under COSATU, including those which are outside COSATU never to go soft on
the democratic state as an employer. Never compromise workers interests at the altar of
political expediency, instead our politics must teach you that we expect those of our own
who are in charge of levers of state power to use their authority at the service of workers
and the working class as a whole.
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Public Sector unions must never be soft against an employer who undermines the very
agreements in which they appended their signature to. In fact, we should now ask a very
straight forward question as to who exactly is in power? Is it the ANC that we voted for or
the minister who gets deployed by the ANC or is it the bureaucrats in government. There
are things which we must never accept and these include the fact that we go to elections
on the platform of a uniting manifesto to which we make many compromises. We work
and mobilise for an ANC victory. But when the manifesto has to be implemented we then
have a minister or a state bureaucrat arguing against the very manifesto they have been
deployed to implement. The manifesto said that committed “the state to become a model
employer and an employer of choice for all those committed to serving our people”.
Did this mean undermining public service workers to a point of refusing to implement
an agreement which in itself is a product of a compromise? The manifesto said that
“through appropriate legislation, a publicly funded and publicly administered National
Health Insurance Fund will be established to drive the roll-out of the NHI programme to
achieve universal health coverage. We should openly ask as to where is the National Health
Insurance [NHI] and why it is not being implemented. We don’t want another presentation
from the minister; all we want is implementation and implementation now!
In the manifesto we said that we should “urgently finalise policy discussions on proposals
for a comprehensive social protection policy”, which ensures that no needy South African
falls through the social security net. We must ask as to where is the discussion paper
which we have been asking to get for many, many years. In each of the policy areas where
there is no implementation you will find that there is a hand of the National Treasury,
blocking every policy implementation which favour the working class. The question we are
asking is who is in power? We are going to the Alliance Summit scheduled from the 25th –
June – 1st July and we will be asking this question as to who exactly is in Power. There are
even government bureaucrats, who are hell bent at working to destroy our affiliates this
include some in the Department of Labour who have been working to get COSATU unions
being deregistered. Whilst we have been telling our unions to ensure compliance but we
are aware that some bureaucrats in the Department of labour have been openly working
to get specific COSATU unions being deregistered by demanding impossible submissions
such as phone numbers, addresses of all members of a union. We have had a discussion
with the minister of Labour about this matter and we are observing if there is progress on
addressing all these issues.
We want to remind our comrades deployed in government about something they already
know that one of the documents at the ANC 1985 2nd consultative Conference held at
Morogoro made the following starting observations that “.....it is conceivable in a capitalist
country, as happens in France, Britain, Sweden, etc, that a party of the working class may
win the elections and assume political office – that is, it is given control over the ministries
– without that in any way altering the fact that political power remains in the hands of
the capitalist class. What happens in such instances is that a party of the working class
is allowed to administer the capitalist state, introduce ameliorative reforms, even impose
certain controls on the activities of the capitalists just as long as it does not tamper with
the central sphere of capitalist political power. Forming the government, therefore, is not
the same thing as acquiring political power”. This is what is at the centre of what should
inform the second more radical phase of our transition. The liberation movement must
use its control of the levers of state power to give effect to economic freedom.
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Our comrades know the freedom like the palm of their hands and it is the Freedom charter
that must be implemented. We are very conscious that all these cannot happen if we do
not build a strong ANC and a strong functional Alliance. The task we have is to implement
the COSATU’s 2015 Plan which on amongst others prioritises the building of the ANC-led
movement as a people’s movement in a manner that asserts its character as a disciplined
force of the left which drives radical economic transformation in line with the Freedom
Charter. We need to win back the confidence of the masses that our organisations are the
true representatives of the people and that those of us who are serving them have no other
interest except to serve the people and that we are ready to sacrifice so that their tears of
centuries of colonialism and apartheid brutality can be washed away through the transfer
and redistribution of wealth back to the hands of the majority of our people who in the
main is the working class.
We have a responsibility to build an ANC branch into a real people’s branch whose meeting
attracts various sections of the community including those who are not members of the
ANC. This must come with a conscious effort to ensure that All COSATU members made
but not forced to see the ANC and the SACP as their obvious political fortification. We will
have to defeat the use of dirty money in our organisation which has become so central in
the life of our organisations.Let us return the culture of electing leaders on the basis of
their work and not on the basis of money which gets circulated during elections campaigns.
We have a responsibility to force our movement as a whole to focus on nothing else but
the core tasks of our revolution which is the transfer of political and economic power to
the people as whole expressed in the Freedom Charter as “the People shall govern”, The
people shall share in the country’s wealth: The national wealth of our country, the heritage
of South Africans, shall be restored to the people; The mineral wealth beneath the soil,
the Banks and monopoly industry shall be transferred to the ownership of the people as a
whole; all other industry and trade shall be controlled to assist the wellbeing of the people.
The Freedom Charter did not say the state or government bureaucrats shall govern. Some
if not many of them have interests which stands diametrically opposed to those of the
liberation and some are even working to discredit this very government. Neither did the
freedom charter said that the ministers shall govern based on common sense.
There is a policy which included the Alliance decisions and the manifesto which forms
the basis of government programme which all must work to implement or if they can’t
implement leave government to retire at home or do other work elsewhere away from policy
implementation. Our main focus as COSATU should be about matters of policy formulation
and implementation which must benefit workers and we must refuse as an organisation to
be drawn into ANC conference politics but instead should work to keep the ANC united at
all times. Any COSATU affiliate any structure or any leader that is associated to COSATU
that have made a pronouncement about ANC elections is wrong and is acting outside of
COSATU decisions and existing policy. We will soon be meeting with the NUM leadership
to discuss some of the utterances made by one of its structures and one of its leaders who
is also our own leader and our own structure as COSATU. Anyone who wants to influence
the ANC direction must join an ANC branch or should prepare thoroughly and give a clear
mandate to COSATU delegates who will be attending the forthcoming Alliance Summit
where we will be opening up to each other as forces of the revolution. Let us speak truth
to each other without an intention to destroy each or to destroy our organisations.
The first preference is to engage using internal organisational platforms. But it should
be known that at some stage things that are being said publicly against us will have to
be corrected publicly. Comrades, the task before us is too big. Whilst we are defending
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COSATU from being stolen and turned into a political organisation we must not only talk
about what we don’t like but we should be open about the COSATU we want. This we
should do so by asserting the presence of all our unions in the workplace side by side with
workers in their daily struggles against employers. When people say that COSATU is weak,
in essence they are saying that all our affiliates are weak. The task confronting us is to
practically put into practice the organisational tasks given by our various congresses and
amongst others these include building a federation with the following features:
We should build a powerful organisation in all workplaces and sectors, able to defend
workers rights, bargain for better wages and benefits, improve working conditions and the
quality of working life, struggle for workplace democracy and service the needs of workers
and shop stewards effectively.
We should build the federation and its affiliates as fighting organisations with efficient
structures, led by effective, assertive and coherent leadership, who remain guided by the
policies of our organisation at all material times. We should build dynamic, democratic,
vibrant organisation which empowers its members to be active as workers, as trade unions
members, and as citizens. COSATU and affiliates should become a home for working women,
with many women leaders and staff, demonstrating in practice its ability to improve the
working life of women.
COSATU should continue asserting its goals of broader social justice - the delivery of services
to all citizens, the construction of a social welfare system, ending the wealth and income
gaps produced by apartheid, a Living Wage for all, helping to end crime, corruption and
violence, etc.
This means that COSATU must be repositioned in a manner that makes it to be continuously
visible on the ground taking such campaigns as a campaign against racism in the work
place, Campaign against E-tolls, Campaign against Labour Brokers, Solidarity with the
workers involved in the public sector negotiations and other workers in the Post office,
Telkom, etc who are engaged in struggle against employers. We do need to have a special
focus on Social Security for Workers in the entertainment sector such as football players,
those in other sports codes and artists: Requesting a meeting with a cluster of ministries
which include the ministries of Sport, Arts and Culture, Social Development and the
National Treasury to discuss Social Security measures and a new tax regime as part
of the measures aimed at addressing the plight of workers in the entertainment and in
sports. We need to undertake a campaign focusing on the freedom of association and the
protection of the right to strike.
This year we need to heighten our Living Wage Campaign – taking forward the campaign
for the National Minimum Wage: A task team of principals constituted by the COSATU
National Office Bearers [NOB’s] and a Technical Task team has been constituted. The terms
of reference were adopted by the meeting of NEDLAC principals held on 21 February 2015.
We need a very clear campaign focusing on energy security dealing with the Energy Crisis.
NERSA cannot be allowed to increased electricity tariffs as they wish without taking into
consideration the cost of living. We need to work with the CCMA to pursue joint Training
Programmes on the new labour Laws amendments so that shop stewards can understand
the benefits of the new labour laws amendments. We therefore expect this Congress to
come up with a date for COSATU National Day of Action as part of taking forwards these
campaigns. We need a date to launch a sustained action against Mswati regime. The People
of Swaziland are longing for freedom and as COSATU working with the Alliance. We need
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a multipronged campaign to force King Mswati towards a true democratic government in
Swaziland. The Swaziland situation requires more action than endless words. We expect
POPCRU to talk about the type of resources required towards the Swaziland Solidarity
campaign. We will be receiving the Cuban Five, in our country; it was going to be good if
they will be joining us in campaigns against the continued oppression of the Swaziland
people by the Mswati regime. Let us direct our unions to action, let the streets of our
country be marked by the footsteps and footprints of our members. Let us have no month
passing without an action by one of the COSATU affiliates. Comrades we want to ask that
we should not reduce this National Congress to be just about elections and nothing else.
National Congresses are about refining our strategies and tactics to suit the obtaining
material conditions. Elections are but an aspect of that and not the be all and end all of
elections. The country is awaiting the results of this National Congress to tell them about
improving working conditions, about how you plan to provide quality service to members,
about your struggles to improve workers salaries and ensuring job security. The country is
awaiting your proposals about transforming the state to serve our people particularly the
working class, about your commitment to fight crime and corruption in both the public
and private sectors.
As COSATU, we expect nothing else from this National Congress and we hope that you will
not disappoint all of us. We wish this National Congress all the success.
Amandla…….!!!!!

4.3.

World Federation of Trade Unions [WFTU]
Dear comrades,

Allow me to transfer to you the best wishes of the 92 million
members of the WFTU, from 126 countries all over the world,
and the personal wishes of the GS of WFTU to POPCRU
and to the POPCRU leadership for a successful congress.
Your congress, your decisions and resolutions will become
a valuable asset, not only for your members but to the class
trade unions of the world, as your congress takes place in a
very special period. Firstly, as you discuss, your congress takes place in a period when the
international capitalist crisis has advanced a new attack against workers all over the world.
From wage cuts and layoffs in Europe and North America, to wars, starvation and poverty
to Asia, Middle East, Africa. Under the crisis of capitalism, we witness the rottenness of
system that feeds from our flesh and blood. We witness wealth, enough to feed the masses,
to be spent for the provocative luxurious life of the few. The few who do not work, do not
contribute the advancement of humanity. The few, for whom does not apply your slogan,
Justice For All, but the few who thrive through injustice and exploitation.
This phenomenon of injustice, of poverty for the many, and provocative wealth for the few,
is the main cause that leads to crime, racism, xenophobia. The few, who in order to keep
their power support neo-Nazi forces, who attack immigrants, trade unionists, communists.
They promote a rise of oppression, a new attack against trade union rights and freedoms.
This attack, has the shameful backing of organisations that call themselves, workers’
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representatives. Great example is the ITUC’s role in undermining the right to strike, as the
ITUC has accepted the oppositions of the employers and the ILO on the right to strike. This
is a development we will not accept. The growth of the attack we suffer, grows the need for
a unified, organized class response by the working class. A response that the WFTU and
its members have been fighting for 70 years now.
Dear comrades, this year our organisation, WFTU, celebrates 70 Years of continuous fight
for the rights of the working class. 70 years of fight for the abolishment of exploitation of
man by man. 70 years that connect the struggles of the South African Workers, with the
working class of Chile, Palestine, Nepal, Greece, of the heroic Cuba, as we all together
in the great family of WFTU united our voices against fascism, against colonialism,
against military dictatorships, against the apartheid, against imperialist wars, against the
exploitation of Africa’s natural resources by monopolies. And today we continue to support
the peoples who fight against imperialism. The people of Syria, of Palestine. Support not
just in words, but with action. That is why the Israeli state arrested a WFTU cadre last
Friday. They arrested, held and deported our comrade, because WFTU is a danger to
the Israeli State, as they said. This provocation will not go unanswered. We will not be
intimidated. We continue our unwavering support to the people of Palestine. That is why
this anniversary of the WFTU is not a typical issue. With events from India to Turkey, from
Australia to Russia and from Egypt to Brasil the WFTU educates the new generation of
trade unionists about the history, the struggles and the heritage of our movement.
We make our history weapon against the lies, the slander and misinformation of the
capitalist system. On the 70th anniversary of the WFTU, special part has the role and
contribution of the South African trade union movement, of SACTU, of comrades like
Moses Mabhida, Eric Stalin Mchali and so many others. All these lead to the duty we
have today to continue their struggle, until the historic demands of the working class are
realised. And allow me to say, that POPQRU has played an important role for this goal.
POPQRU, along with NEHAWU, CEPPAWU and of course with the great contribution of the
SACP have played a key role for the South African trade union movement to become an
important factor in the international trade union movement.
Comrades, here, from the 8th National Congress of POPQRU announce a great decision,
for which you have played a key role. The Presidential Council of WFTU, which convened
in June 6, accepted the request of COSATU for South Africa to host the 17th World Trade
Union Congress of WFTU, in October 2016. This means, that for the next year and we wish
also for the years to come, the Trade Union Movement of South Africa, will be the center of
the world. Comrades, the world trade union congress will bring hundreds trade unionists
from all over the world to South Africa.
Trade unionists who are on the van guard of the workers’ struggles. Trade unionists
from Cuba, Palestine, Vietnam, Venezuela, Greece, from wherever the workers are fighting
against capitalism. But they will all come here, in South Africa. This brings a great duty
to the trade unions of South Africa to represent, not only their homeland, but the whole
African Region. To highlight the struggles of the working class of Africa against capitalism
today. To propose action for the working class of the world. That is the role WFTU wants
for you. To be the voice, the leader of the oppressed and the exploited not only of your
country, but to be a loud voice, a strong voice for the workers of the world.
Dear comrades, this invitation is only one small part of the work we have done together
the recent years. We, together, organized meetings, seminars, schools. We strengthened
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the exchange of information and experience, the support and solidarity of workers from all
over the world. However, we cannot be satisfied. We must see our weaknesses, our delays.
And by overcoming them, we will become stronger, more capable in our struggle. In the
next period, the trade union movement of South Africa will become the trade union center
of the world. We trust though the World trade Union Congress you will be successful in
promoting the interests of the working class of Africa, and pushing the whole trade union
movement one more step forward. It is a great task, but your congress today, the steps you
plan for the next period make us optimistic.
The success of your congress, your resolutions, your decisions will contribute a year from
now to the 17th World Trade Union Congress of WFTU.
So dear comrades, be strong, keep the fire burning, we are with you!
VIVA POPCRU viva
VIVA THE 8th National Congress of POPCRU

4.4.

The Nederlandse Politiebond
Dear comrades,

As a member of the board of the Dutch Police Union, it’s a
honor to be here in Durban on the 8th National Congress of
POPCRU. The relationschip between POPCRU goes a long time
back. More than 25 years ago the NPB visited POPCRU for the
first time and that’s where our friendship starts. We are very
proud that the NPB made a major contribution in achieving
the ambitions of POPCRU. And hopefully our cooperation will
last for another 25 years. On behalf of the NPB I would like to
give POPCRU a present. It s little statue, made by a Dutch artist. The title of this statue is
called: “Cooperation Together”. It meens: “By bringing us together, we will strenghten our
forces. Together we can conquer the world!”. And it symbolises perfectly our relationship.
Thank you.

5.

Conferring Awards

Police and Prisons Civil Rights Union [POPCRU] developed an Awards Policy in order to
regulate the awards identification and rewarding procedure across various categories within
the organisation. The award giving is meant to honour high performing and long standing
members and officials. It is of good practice to recognise high performers and loyal ethics
of fellow dedicated members. Their commitments and sacrifices are saluted and deserve to
be awarded. These awards are meant to recognise the sweat of individuals and collectives
who contributed to the birth, growth and successful operation of the organisation.
The leadership of POPCRU is mandated by the policy to award individual members and
its officials who have stood a test of time over the years to prove their commitment and
dedication to the struggle of the working class within the Sectors where we organize. As
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we celebrate a historic milestone and having reached 25 years of selfless struggle within
the Criminal Justice, we awarded the following awards as enshrined within the POPCRU
Award policy as amended. The policy mandates that the following awards be presented at
the level of a National Congress and we are presenting these awards in accordance with
the following criterion and in the following sequence:

5.1.

Gregory Rockman Award

This is the most prestigious award presented by POPCRU in recognition and appreciation
of the most distinguished excellent and loyal service rendered by individuals or collectives
to the organisation. It is meant to salute the most outstanding hard work and dedication
shown by individuals/collectives who sacrificed beyond imagination to ensure that the
flame they lit symbolizes Justice for All and gives hope. This award is also a sign of
acknowledgement and encouragement to individuals/collectives who have expanded
democracy at the grass roots level, promoted legal reforms and human rights, triumphed
over tragedy and prejudice and highly contributed to the progress that POPCRU has
achieved today. This is one of the Presidential awards presented to a person who is
principled, a person with a builder character and a freedom fighter. The organisation has
previously presented this prestige award to the 1st President of Zambia – His Excellency Dr
KK Kaunda in 2013. We therefore honour and present this prestige award to the following
two freedom fighters:
a.

Boas Mogale

Ntate Boas Mogale was born on the 12 March
1951 at a village near the Botswana border
called Nokeng ya Oli [Lompopo River]. As a
political fugitive, his grandfather shaped his
consciousness at a young age about the state
of affairs in the country [under apartheid] by
nightly playing and singing liberation songs of
the time, and speaking to him about the sad
history and conditions faced by blacks at the
time. He joined the South African Police [SAP]
in 1974 where he and others were met with
unimaginable conditions at the Pretoria Central
Police station and were subordinates to white officers on a permanent basis, regardless
of the latter’s age or experience. Though they were discontent with the arrangement, it
was costly to raise such matters working under a regime hell-bent on demeaning a black
person.
In 1990, a year after POPCRU was launched, he joined and after a short period of time
became a Shopsteward, then the Pretoria branch Treasurer. During these early days of
organising members to join POPCRU, they were regularly infiltrated by the security branch,
which put their lives on the block and have been arrested more that thrice for their efforts
in building POPCRU. In 1993, he was elected as the Deputy Provincial Secretary of the
Gauteng Province and later in 1998 elected as the POPCRU Deputy President, a position
he held for three [03] terms until he requested the organisaton to relieve him of his duties
as the Deputy President. He is currently assisting the organisation whenever called upon,
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this due to his time-immemorial commitment, contribution and expertise in the trade
union movement. In recognition of his selfless commitment to struggle of the thousands of
members employed within the Criminal Justice, we bestow this prestige award to Comrade
Boas Mogale.

b.

Solomon Mapaila

Comrade Solly Mapaila is the 2nd Deputy General
Secretary of the South African Communist Party [SACP].
He skipped [left into exile] the country to join the then
underground liberation movement of the ANC where he
was enlisted in its military wing Umkhonto we Sizwe –
MK [the spear of the nation]. After completing his basic
guerrilla warfare, he studied military science at the Dr.
Hugo Nkabinde Military Training College in Uganda.
He also became a military instructor and rose in the
ranks of the army and became a Commissar. He came
back to South Africa in September 1994 for integration
programme of all armed forces into the newly established
single South African National Defence Force. He is the chairperson and founder of
Swaziland Solidarity Network which its objective is to promote and advance the struggle for
democracy in Swaziland. He has represented the SACP in all key meetings with fraternal
organisations and attended many conferences, at times as a speaker and serves in several
other international solidarity organisations. He is a visiting scholar at the South African
National Defence College for which he holds a silver accreditation certificate. In recognition
of his selfless commitment to the struggle of the poor and working class, we bestow this
prestige award to Comrade Solly Mapaila.

5.2.

Historical Award

This should be a person who added value and sacrificed in an impairment way for the
organisation e.g. expelled from work. POPCRU thus therefore present this historical award
to the following members:
a.

Charlton Johnson
Charlton Johnson has been a member of POPCRU
since 1994 and was appointed as a fulltime
shopsteward in 2011. He currently working as a
Paralegal and his passion is to service POPCRU
members and represent them in disciplinary
matters. He served on several committees in his
community as well as an ANC Adhoc Committee
member in his branch in Cape Town. We present
him with this award in recognition of his selfless
commitment to this organisation.
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b.

David Phumlani Khumalo
David Khumalo was elected a POPCRU shop
steward in 2001 and participates in the
Alliance structures at the eThekwini Region.
He is currently appointed as a Paralegal in
Correctional Service and RTI in KZN. POPCRU
recognises his contribution by awarding him
with this award.

5.3.

Noble Achiever Award

The candidate should be a unifier, a peace advocate and a noble person.
a.

First Manyaku
First Manyaku also known as comrade “Equity”
for having worked in the SAPS employment
equity section until his retirement. During
his employment in SAPS, he has been of
assistance to a lot of members in various
labour matters even though he was not an
elected shopsteward. Because of his voluntary
contribution to the organisation, he became a
victim of victimisation and was never promoted
because of his association with POPCRU. With
this selfless contribution and dedication, we
therefore award present him with this award.

b.

Thuthukani Sibiya
Thuthukani Sibiya has been a loyal POPCRU
member from 2002 when he first joined the
SAPS. He was elected as shoptseward as from
2003 - 2009 at Folweni SAPS. He was also
elected a Shopsteward at Brighton Beach SAPS
from 2009 - 2013 and through his commitment,
he was able to recruit and lead an institution of
about 80% POPCRU members to date. He was
appointed as a FTSS [Provincial Organising and
Campaigns Coordinator] from 2013 to date. In
2014 he was presented an award as a National
Recruiter. We present him with this award in
recognition of his selfless commitment to this
organisation.
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5.4.

Pretty Shuping Award

This award is devoted to an innovative member who has demonstrated success at
implementing, promoting, and advocating for gender struggle within the trade union
movement. This award is presented to the following members:
a.

Pam Bada
Pam Bada is one of the less celebrated stalwards
of the organisation and one of the few female
Cadres who have dedicated their time and
commitments since the formation of POPCRU
in 1989. One way in which she did this was
by using her own house for POPCRU meetings
during the time of POPCRU’s establishment.
She was once appointed as a Provincial Gender
Coordinator. In recognition of her commitment,
we present her with this Pretty Shuping award.

b.

Esther Avhapfani Ndou
Avhapfani Ndou joined POPCRU in 1993 and
she is one of the most committed female Cadres
of the organisation who have stood a test of time
during the trying times of POPCRU. In 1994
she was elected as a Shopsteward at Mutale
Police station. She currently holds a position
of a Deputy Chairperson at the institution. She
has served and currently an active member of
the ANC BEC in Matalingwa and has served in
the ANC Peace and Stability sub-committee.
Comrade Esther also served as Chairperson
of African National Congress Women’s League,
Matalingwa Branch. POPCRU recognises her
dedication and commitment by presenting her
with this award.

5.5.

The Rising Star Award

To honour a member and an official who served the organisation with dedication,
commitment and loyalty for a period of five [05] years. The candidate should have made
an impact at an early stage of his/her entrance within the organisation. This award is
presented to the following individuals:
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a.

Cornelius Mahwai
Cornelius Mahwai started working for POPCRU
in 2004 when he was appointed as a Security
Guard and in 2006 was permanently appointed
as a Driver until to date. He has served POPCRU
with diligence for the past 10 years. We present
this award to him for his commitment and
loyalty.

b.

Thulani Ngwenya
Thulani Ngwenya was first appointed as a
SSSBC Coordinator in the Collective Bargaining
Department in 2008 and later in 2014, was
appointed as a Unit Head of Collective Bargaining
Department. He is the deputy chairperson at the
national SSSBC. We therefore, in recognition of
his commitment and loyalty to the organisation,
present him with this award.

6.

Elections

In accordance with the POPCRU Constitution and Elections Policy, the nomination of
candidates for the positions of the National office Bearers shall be by provinces at dates
and times set out.

6.1.

Election procedure

An elections agency called ELEXIONS was contracted as an independent organisation to
oversee and run the National Congress elections. A representative of the company outlined
the process under which the election of the national leadership was to be undertaken. It
was indicated that the National Executive Committee [NEC] of POPCRU endorsed their
services to facilitate and oversee the administration of the election of National Office Bearers
[NOBs] at this national congress. Their mandate was to execute the task independently
and in a manner that was transparent by ensuring that the outcome process is credible,
free, fair, smooth, orderly and acceptable to all.
The election process complied with Chapter 7, section 13 Sub-Section 13.6 of POPCRU’s
Constitution which principally required that nomination be submitted by Provinces prior
to the National Congress and it was agreed upon. The Agency sent nomination forms to the
various Provinces of POPCRU and at the same time Provinces were invited to submit names
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of people they believed were suitable to assume the responsibility of becoming National
Office Bearers. An audit was also conducted on the nominations received to ascertain
eligibility for each person nominated for a position. The company received nominations
and screened them to check whether they were in accordance with the requirements that
had been agreed upon with POPCRU. Nominations were circulated to Provinces with what
was the outcome of the nominations. It was indicated that based on the nominations
received, the minimum requirements was that any person put forward to stand for election
as an office bearer, that person was nominated by one Province and seconded by another
and the nominated person should accept such nomination. The process of nomination
went very smooth without hindrances and that the results of the nominations would be
announced on the last day of congress.

6.2.

National Congress Elections Outcomes

It was announced, as outcome of the results, that the positions for the National Office
Bearers were elected un-opposed as follows:
a.

President				:

Zizamele Cebekhulu;

b.

1st Deputy President		

:

Emmanuel Mabhida;

c.

2nd Deputy President		

:

Prudence Marekwa;

d.

General Secretary			:

Nkosinathi Theledi;

e.

1st Deputy General Secretary :

Thandi Shimange;

f.

2nd Deputy General Secretary :

Rankele Msinto and

g.

National Treasurer		

Thulani Ntsele.

:

The above results were appreciated and accepted by all delegates to the 8th National
Congress.

6.3.

Appointment of National Gender Coordinators

The General Secretary made pronouncement for the appointed National Gender
Coordinators as follows:


Cornelia Daniels from Western Cape



Gretta Govender from Kwa-Zulu Natal.
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7.

Members of the National Executive Committee [NEC]

The following were members of the National Executive Committee from 2015:
7.1.

Zizamele Cebekhulu

7.2.

Nkosinathi Theledi

7.3.

Emanuel Mabhida

7.4.

Thandi Shimange

7.5.

Bonny Marekwa

7.6.

Rankele Msinto

7.7.

Thulani Nsele

7.8.

Vusi Tshabalala

7.9.

Lerata Motsiri

7.10.

Loyiso Mdingi

7.11.

Zamikhaya Skade

7.12.

Lefu Thamae

7.13.

Jeffrey Dladla

7.14.

Kwenzokuhle Nxele

7.15.

Marurung Masemola

7.16.

Hangwani Mashao

7.17.

Life Monini

7.18.

Sipho Nkambule

7.19.

Zamani Mathiso

7.20.

Boitumelo Pheleo

7.21.

Solomon Lekhu

7.22.

Nomalanga Mabokela

7.23.

Francisco Fields

7.24.

Mncedisi Mbolekwa
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8.

Provincial Office Bearers

Below is a list of Provincial Office Bearers at the time of the 8th POPCRU National Congress:
8.1.

Eastern Cape

8.1.1.

Chairperson			

:

Loyiso Mdingi

8.1.2.

Deputy Chairperson		

:

Bongiwe Mchitwa

8.1.3.

Secretary			 :

Zamikhaya Skade

8.1.4.

Deputy Secretary		

8.1.5.

Treasurer			 :

8.2.

Free State

8.2.1.

Chairperson			

:

Vacant

8.2.2.

Deputy Chairperson		

:

Pakiso Mokalapa

8.2.3.

Secretary			 :

8.2.4.

Deputy Secretary`		

8.2.5.

Treasurer			 :

8.3.

Gauteng

8.3.1.

Chairperson			

:

Vusi Tshabalala

8.3.2.

Deputy Chairperson		

:

Naughty Mahwai

8.3.3.

Secretary			 :

8.3.4.

Deputy Secretary		

8.3.5.

Treasurer			 :

8.4.

Kwa-Zulu Natal

8.4.1.

Chairperson			

:

Jeffrey Dladla

8.4.2.

Deputy Chairperson		

:

Sadeck Amina

8.4.3.

Secretary			 :

8.4.4.

Deputy Secretary		

8.4.5.

Treasurer			 :

:

:

:

:

Xolani Prusente
Ntombizonke Twetwa

Vacant
Vuyani Marks
Nelisa Riet

Lerata Motsiri
Johanna Mohlobogoane
Rashie Mankoe

Kwenzokuhle Nxele
Sifiso Mabizela
Nthabeleng Molefe
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8.5.

Limpopo

8.5.1.

Chairperson			

:

Marurung Masemola

8.5.2.

Deputy Chairperson		

:

Gertrude Malungane

8.5.3.

Secretary			 :

8.5.4.

Deputy Secretary		

8.5.5.

Treasurer			 :

8.6.

Mpumalanga

8.6.1.

Chairperson			

:

Life Monini

8.6.2.

Deputy Chairperson		

:

Star Mmadi

8.6.3.

Secretary			 :

8.6.4.

Deputy Secretary		

8.6.5.

Treasurer			 :

8.7.

North West

8.7.1.

Chairperson			

:

Solomon Lekhu

8.7.2.

Deputy Chairperson		

:

Johnny Dingake

8.7.3.

Secretary			 :

8.7.4.

Deputy Secretary		

8.7.5.

Treasurer			 :

8.8.

Northern Cape

8.8.1.

Chairperson			

:

Zamani Mathiso

8.8.2.

Deputy Chairperson		

:

Themba Smit

8.8.3.

Secretary			 :

8.8.4.

Deputy Secretary		

8.8.5.

Treasurer			 :

:

:

:

:

Hangwani Mashao
Nelson Maesela
Alice Mabotja

Vusi Nkambule
Steffelina Mokoena
Evelyn Yende

Nomalanga Mabokela
Mosadiwamaje Mokokong
Gautlwe Mekgwe

Boitumelo Pheleo
Motlalepule Molefe
Kelebogile Moeng
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8.9.

Western Cape

8.9.1.

Chairperson			

:

Fransisco Jeremy

8.9.2.

Deputy Chairperson		

:

Beauty Stoffel

8.9.3.

Secretary			 :

8.9.4.

Deputy Secretary		

8.9.5.

Treasurer			 :

:

Mncedisi Mbolekwa
Xolile Marimani
Kathy Yalandi

Congress Resolutions

9.

The proceedings of the Congress broke into Commissions that focused on the following
discussion areas:
 Organisational
 Political
 Sectoral
 Socio-economic
 International

ORGANISATIONAL

9.1.
a.

Building Internal Capacity

Noting
 The efficiency of leadership capacity at both National and Provincial level and the
challenges thereof;
 There must be increased efficiency and effectiveness at all levels especially at a
ground level;
 Demand of professional service delivery by membership; and
 The efficiency of leadership capacity at National, Provincial and local level and the
challenges thereof.
Believing
◊ There is a need to have leadership that is fit for the purpose at all levels;
◊ Efficiency and effectiveness must be at all levels more especially at a ground level
because that is a face of a union; and
◊ Capacity building is not optional for the union to be relevant to members.
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Resolving
◊ To continue enhancing capacity at all levels to consciously sharpen leadership
tools;
◊ To radically implement effective organisational leadership development at Local
and Institutional level;
◊ To elect well-grounded leadership to enhance service delivery to our members;
◊ To continue with capacity at National, Provincial and Local level in order to
consciously sharpen leadership tools;
◊ To elect potential leadership to enhance service delivery to our members; and
◊ To develop a strategy and tactics document which will enhance organisational growth
over a period of 8 years.

b.

Administration

Noting
◊ The tremendous improvement on administration at all levels of the organisation;
◊ That the 2010/14 organisation strategy has yielded positive results towards service
delivery and membership growth;
◊ The NEC resolution of March 2013 on capacity building and strengthening of the
Secretariat within the organisation;
◊ The challenges of equity balance within the Organisation’s staff complement;
◊ That our administration is limited to National and Provincial level;
◊ The current staff retention strategies within the organisation; and
◊ The lack of human resources capacity at the Provincial and Local levels.
Believing
◊ That there is a need for the organisation to develop a radical staff recruitment
strategy for all races;
◊ That the organisation has capacity to improve human resources at the level of the
Provinces and head office;
◊ The organisation can still do more to improve its equity status;
◊ That there is potential to grow our administrative capacity;
◊ That the increase on staff employment will strengthen the organisation’s service
delivery strategy;
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◊ That the current staff retention strategies are still relevant;
◊ That the organisation has a financial ability to increase human resources capacity at
the Provincial level; and
◊ That the strengthening of the Secretariat will enhance our administrative capacity at
all levels.
Resolving
◊ To continue capacitating the leadership especially at the Secretariat level and
within all structures of the organisation;
◊ To re-affirm the NEC resolution on strengthening the Secretariat;
◊ To take forward the strategic plan aimed at strengthening the organisation’s
recruitment in order to attract other races within its administration;
◊ To continue increasing the staff compliment at Provincial and national office for the
advancement of our retention and service delivery models; and
◊ To continue enhancing the administrative and political capacity of Secretariat at all
levels.

c.

Membership service

Noting
◊ The current membership recruitment and retention strategy;
◊ Rapid membership growth in the organisation and thus necessitating a change in
approach on how we service and communicate with our members;
◊ Diversified demographical nature of our membership which calls for the organisation
to revisit the recruitment approach [technological approach in recruiting]. We cannot
recruit the young generation in the same manner that we have been recruiting since
POPCRU was established;
◊ Achievements and challenges are not communicated timeously to members and
thus leaving an opportunity for the counter revolutionaries to take advantage of
POPCRU’s achievements;
◊ Benefits an d servi ce avai la ble to POPCRU mem ber s a r e not comm u n ic at e d
effectively; and
◊ There is lack of visibility at institutional levels.
Believing
◊ There is growth potential in all sectors we organize and we can maximize our
presence;
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◊ Utilization of technologically improved systems in ensuring that representation of
members is improved and achievements documented for future use;
◊ Taking advantage of social networks to attract and educate the unorganized young
generation employed in our sectors;
◊ That the slogan of “A POPCRU member is our Priority” is achievable and attainable and
◊ That we can wear the POPCRU brand with pride and dignity.
Resolving
◊ Standardised approach in running all POPCRU offices, i.e. the face of POPCRU
should be the same regardless of the Province;
◊ Improved communication means and channels to members by taking advantage of
available social networks;
◊ All achievements attained and challenges encountered by POPCRU to be
communicated immediately to members through the use of advanced communication
systems;
◊ Utilization of mass media tools to market POPCRU’s achievements, benefits and
services;
◊ Convene general meetings at institutions as per constitution to keep members
abreast with agreements reached as SSSBC, GPSSBC and PSCBC; and
◊ To strengthen the current internal communication strategies and ensure that we have
a working mechanism to our members by investing in an alternative media channel
on radio and TV to create a platform for information sharing and political education.

d.

Resources

Noting
◊ That the current resources are limited and this hinders the delivery of service to
members as the organisation has grown rapidly and is still growing;
◊ The communication mechanism to members is still lacking behind and thus limiting
the effectiveness and efficiency of timeously communicating relevant information to
members at all levels; and
◊ Geographical location of POPCRU offices limit other POPCRU members from
accessing the services offered by the organisation.
Believing
◊ The organisation has the financial capabilities to improve on the resources in order to
be able to service members effectively; and
◊ Every POPCRU member should be able to access POPCRU offices regardless of
where they are located.
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Resolving
◊ Utilising the available resources of our business wings to extensively reach our
membership;
◊ Increase the number of POPCRU vehicles in Provinces in order to be able to reach the
membership without relying on resources provided by employer;
◊ Strategically increase the number of offices in Provinces in order to be able to
service members located in remote areas; and
◊ Ensure that the call centre is up and running; fully resourced and vigorously
marketed so that the members can utilize it and benefit from it.

POLITICAL

9.2.
a.

Political School

Noting
◊ That our membership base has changed with many of our members being the younger
generation;
◊ The younger generation has no interest in political issues;
◊ That there is lack of political and class consciousness in our membership and
◊ That our work as trade unions includes political work.
Believing
◊ There is a need to inject political consciousness in our membership;
◊ Class conscious membership is necessary in the work that we do and the challenges
that we face;
◊ Ideological and political consciousness necessary for the success of our revolution
and
◊ Political schools are necessary to build capacity of our shop stewards and members.
Resolve
◊ That all leaders and members should be capacitated through political schools;
◊ That the political schools should be cascaded down to lower levels; and
◊ That in order to build class consciousness; our schools should deal with the following;
our rich political history, the theory of our revolution, revolutionary discipline and
Marxist tools of analysis.
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b.

Border Control

Noting
◊ That there is loose or weak border control in South Africa;
◊ That the weaknesses lead to uncontrolled influx of foreign nationals into our country;
◊ This is compounded by corruption in our Ports of Entry;
◊ That some come into the country looking for political asylum while their main interest
is business and organised crime;
◊ The Department of Home Affairs does not have the capacity to deal with undocumented
foreign nationals that are in the country;
◊ That even communities do not know the extent of foreign nationals within their
communities; and
◊ That African countries complaining about South Africa are doing nothing to deal with
instability in their own countries.
Believing
◊ This influx and subsequent business activities by foreign nationals often lead to
confrontation with locals;
◊ That knowledge of who is living in our localities will assist in profiling and dealing
with those that are in the country illegally; and
◊ The African countries should play a role in promoting economic growth in the
continent.
Resolve
◊ That border control must be strengthened;
◊ That this should entail profiling of people coming into the country;
◊ Capacitation of the Department of Home Affairs should be prioritised;
◊ Fighting corruption in the Ports of Entry should also be prioritised;
◊ Street Committees should be established in all of our communities; and
◊ That ‘know your neighbour’ campaign should be embarked upon.

c.

Constitutionalism

Noting
◊ That South Africa is a constitutional democracy;
◊ That our constitution was an outcome of a negotiated settlement;
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◊ We have a constitution hailed as the most progressive constitution in the world;
◊ This negotiated outcome is constantly being contested by counter revolutionary forces;
◊ These forces constantly use the courts to undermine our democracy; and
◊ These counter revolutionary forces who abuse our democracy include the opposition
parties.
Believing
◊ There is a need to guard against the abuse of the constitution and democracy by
counter revolutionary forces;
◊ This attack on our democracy is an attack and challenge on the majoritarian character
of our democracy and
◊ Transition is not a permanent feature of our democracy.
Resolve
◊ That our democracy should be protected at all costs;
◊ The attacks and the use of courts should be condemned and
◊ Our constitution needs to be amended the strengthening of the majoritarian nature
of our democracy.

d.

Strengthening COSATU

Noting
◊ The principle of one country one federation one sector one union;
◊ The mushrooming of smaller unions aiming at weakening the existing unions within
the same sector/industry;
◊ That a union with less than a thousand members can affiliate to the Federation
and enjoy equal status with unions having bigger numbers;
◊ The COSATU Constitution is silent on the application process with regards to
minimum membership requirement;
◊ Proportionality in attending the Central Committee [CC] meetings and
◊ Instances where a meeting cannot sit for whatever reasons.
Believing
◊ COSATU should have implemented its resolution of one country one federation one
sector one union to ensure the unity of the working class;
◊ The insurgence of splinter unions should be discouraged at all cost;
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◊ Mechanisms aimed at ensuring unity of the federation and promoting majority rule
should be put in place to ensure that decisions of the Federation stands the test of
time;
◊ The silence on application requirements has got the capacity to encourage a
breakdown of numbers in unions, therefore diminishing the bargaining power;
◊ The lack of minimum requirements having a potential to compromise internal
democratic processes and
◊ Having the potential to undermine desires of the general membership.
Resolve
◊ The unity of the Federation be defended at all times.
◊ We reaffirm the principle of one country one federation one sector one union;
◊ Build strong unions at shop floor and sector level to curb the insurgence of smaller
and splinter unions;
◊ Decisions in the Federation should be reached by at least two thirds of affiliates in
good standing;
◊ There should be a determination for a minimum membership requirement for those
new unions requiring to affiliate, and current affiliates with lesser numbers should be
given a timeframe to meet minimum requirements;
◊ This should be done in consideration of the vastness of the industry they operate
under and
◊ Proportionality should apply across the board where for each meeting attendance is
determined by the percentage each affiliate has in times where meetings cannot sit
for whatever reason, a point system is applied each affiliate’s written letter carries
points in line with the general membership they represent.

e.

Ideological outlook

Noting
◊ The organisation’s resolution on building the Party;
◊ That Karl Marx on his analysis of society argues that there are two classes in
society, namely the working class and the capitalist class;
◊ That the capitalist class owns the means of production; and
◊ That the capitalist class is only interested in maximising profit at the expense of
the working class.
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Believing
◊ That each class’ ideology is informed by its material conditions;
◊ That class consciousness is important for the working class in the struggle to
achieve socialism;
◊ That class consciousness can be achieved through political education; and
◊ That the South African Communist Party [SACP] is the only true and trusted
vanguard to impart class consciousness to the working class.
Resolving
◊ That we must continue with Political education to all members of POPCRU;
◊ We re-affirm our active participation in the SACP activities; and
◊ We re-affirm to build the SACP in order for it to sustain its capacity to analyse and
provide direction on all matters affecting the working class and the poor.

f.

The Alliance

Noting
◊ The COSATU 2015 plan on swelling the ranks of the SACP and the ANC;
◊ That there have been improvements in the relations between Alliance partners
since the 52nd ANC Polokwane conference;
◊ That the cadres deployed in government are drawn from all Alliance partners;
◊ That the ANC consult the Alliance partners on matters of governance; and
◊ That the Alliance partners differ on the correct location of the strategic centre.
Believing
◊ That the unity and cohesion of the Alliance is sacrosanct; and
◊ That the Alliance partners can still convince each other with the difference on the
correct location of the strategic centre.
Resolving
◊ That the Alliance should be sustained;
◊ Reaffirm the COSATU resolution on swelling the ranks of the ANC and SACP; and
◊ The unity of the federation must be defended at all times.
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g.

State of the Alliance

Noting
◊ That the tripartite Alliance is an exceptional feature of the National Democratic
Revolution [NDR]; and
◊ COSATU members form the significant portion of the ANC.
Believing
◊ The alliance remains relevant as a movement for unity and in the realisation of the
objectives of the NDR; and
◊ That consultation with the alliance partners on a range of issues minimise intraalliance conflicts.
Resolving
◊ That swelling the ranks of the ANC to defend the NDR is relevant against the backdrop
of those who want to defeat and reverse the gains of democracy by undermining
worker freedom through policies which manifest tendencies of apartheid;

◊ All alliance partners need to unequivocally recommit themselves to joint political
work and programmes; and
◊ All members, shop stewards and leaders should join the ANC in masse.

h.

Building the SACP

Noting
◊ That POPCRU’s support to the SACP has to move beyond voluntary affiliation to an
obligatory ideological commitment.
Believing
◊ That all the young workers must be encouraged to join the YCL and financially support
the Party where possible.
Resolving
◊ That all POPCRU members at the level of National Executive Committee [NEC];
Provincial Shop stewards Councils [PSCs]; Provincial Executive Committees [PECs]
and Local Shop stewards Council [LSCs] should be members of the SACP pay a
monthly levy [R200.00 for NEC members and a minimum levy prescribed by the
SACP for PSCs, PECs and LSC members];
◊ That POPCRU should be in the forefront to establish the SACP Units at the workplace
and fully participate;
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◊ There should be visible involvement of POPCRU leaders and provincial and district
levels of the SACP.
On a medium-term approach:
◊ A special bank account should be established as financial plan for building the SACP
with effect from 01 March 2014;
◊ The PGC should be engaged for establishment of a special account in contributing for
building of the SACP at an amount to be determined by the Board with effect from 01
March 2014;
◊ By end of 2014 the SACP, through the medium term approach, should own its own
offices.
On a long term approach:
◊ A research should be sanctioned on the Athens Model of building Communist Party
of Greece [KKE] for possible replication locally taking local circumstances into
cognisance;
◊ Establishment of the bi-media stations for the SACP; and
◊ Establishment of the strong Research unit for the SACP.

i.

Government

Noting
◊ That the constitution of the country recognises three spheres of government;
◊ The organisation’s resolution on the spheres of government;
◊ That local government is the sphere that directly provide basic services to our people;
◊ That there are service delivery protests as a result of poor services provided to
communities; and
◊ That service delivery protests becomes violent and results in destruction of property
and infrastructure.
Believing
◊ That building capacity at the local government level will result in the improvement
of provision of quality services to communities and will minimise the incidences of
service delivery protests.
Resolving
◊ Re-affirm the organisation’s previous resolution on the spheres of government;
◊ That local government must be fully capacitated; and
◊ That the deployment of cadres to all spheres of government should be based on merit.
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j.

Chapter 9 institutions

Noting
◊ That our constitution provides for the establishment of Chapter 9 institutions;
◊ That they are important for our democracy;
◊ That some are continuously interfering on political matters and are playing the role
of the opposition; and
◊ That in terms of our constitution they should report to Parliament.
Believing
◊ The existence of these institutions is necessary for strengthening our democracy; and
◊ That the interference in political matters undermines the establishment of the chapter
9 institutions.
Resolve
◊ That we should ensure that all report to Parliament; and
◊ That Parliament should strengthen its monitoring of these institutions including the
behaviour of the appointed heads of these institutions.
k.

Corruption Watch

Noting
◊ The scourge of corruption in our country;
◊ The need to deal with corruption in South Africa; and
◊ That Corruption Watch was established in our country and was supported by the
Federation.
Believing
◊ Corruption is a threat to the development of the country; and
◊ Alliances with NGOs should be based on our own policies and the alliance with
Corruption Watch does not fit the type of organisations we should be relating to.
Resolve
◊ That our relationship with the Corruption Watch should be terminated; and
◊ Future relationships with NGOs should be properly looked into.
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Role of NGOs in the Country

l.

Noting
◊ There are many NGOs that are operating in our country;
◊ Some are doing a good work in assisting our communities;
◊ While there are good NGOs some are having a program of weakening the government;
◊ In that process they use a lot of resources from international donors and
◊ There is weak or non-existent regulation of the activities of NGOs.
Believing
◊ The activities of some NGOs are political in nature and
◊ Transparency in their activities and funding will assist in profiling the good and the
bad NGOs.
Resolve
◊ The agenda of these NGOs should be exposed;
◊ The source of funding for these NGOs should be scrutinised and international donors
should be screened and
◊ The monitoring and regulation of the NGOs should be strengthened.

m.

State Security

Noting
◊ That SA is a democratic state that interacts with other nations and other organisations;
◊ That the state has a right to safeguard its security and the safety of its citizens;
◊ The Consistence attacks on our state security [e.g. the fact that we must list
national key points];
◊ Growing level of International instability;
◊ Existence of private security companies that collectively outnumber the entire state
security and defence personnel; and
◊ The long boarders and many points of entry that SA has.
Believing
◊ The interaction should continue within the principles set by our constitution and
international conventions and treaties;
◊ There are those within boarders who would want to undermine the security of the
state and the safety of its citizens;
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◊ There should not be interference with our State Security organs;
◊ SA as part of international community may not be immune from acts of instability;
◊ This state of affairs cannot be left unchecked and unchallenged; and
◊ There is a gap in the control of immigrants in our country.
Resolving
◊ Continue to strengthen our participation in communities and other organisations
thereby respecting the protocol and independency;
◊ Strengthen our state security and insulated from unnecessary attacks;
◊ To participate in the international security organs that deal with matters of security
and continue to monitor our internal security;
◊ More stringent control must be imposed on compositions and staffing of security
companies- No foreign owned companies should be registered in the Republic; and
◊ Laws and regulations relating to immigrations should be strengthened and our
people should be accountable.

n.

Protection of State Information Bill

Noting
◊ The interest of foreign agencies in the information of the country;
◊ The abuse of personal information by financial institutions and other businesses;
and
◊ The unlimited access to our information by private investigation agencies.
Believing
◊ There is a need for the protection of our country;
◊ The unlimited access undermines the sovereignty of our country; and
◊ There is a need to expose corruption.
Resolve
◊ The Bill is necessary to protect the interests of the country and its citizens; and
◊ The Bill should be enacted into law.
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o.

Transformation of the Judiciary

Noting
◊ That the constitution of the country guarantees the protection of every inhabitant of
the country;
◊ That in a constitutional democracy the judiciary plays a pivotal role in the protection
of the constitution; and
◊ That the current government sought to create a judiciary that will be accessible to all
inhabitants of the country and to afford equal protection to all.
Believing
◊ That we need a judiciary that is credible and unbiased to the ruling class;
◊ That the judiciary must equally protect the rights of all inhabitants of the land; and
◊ That individuals coming from the capitalist class will not have an interest in protecting
the rights of the working class.
Resolving
◊ That the appointment of magistrates and judges must be informed by the track record
of good and impeccable conduct of the incumbent;
◊ Reaffirm our existing programs within the departments that we organise in at all
levels;
◊ The appointed judiciary should be fit and proper to effectively execute their
responsibilities; and
◊ That a process of appointing Judges and Acting Judges to the Labour Court must
be reviewed with a view to ensuring the appointment of progressive minded Judges
who are willing to judiciously take on workplace power dynamics head on as well as
to uphold the rights of employees conferred in terms of the Labour Relations Act of
1995.

p.

South African Reserve Bank [SARB]

Noting
◊ That in countries like England, the Bank of England is owned by government whereas
in South Africa the SARB is partly privately owned;
◊ That the SARB has a number of functions which include being a banker for government;
and
◊ That the SARB as a partly privately owned entity has shareholders who dictate how
it should conduct its business.
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Believing
◊ That the SARB is the important role player in the economic activities of the inhabitants
of the country; and
◊ That as a result of globalization shares can be bought by individuals from imperialist
countries who may want to impose imperialist tendencies in the SARB.
Resolving
◊ That the SARB must be nationalised.

SECTORAL

9.3.
a.

Department of Justice and Correctional Services

Noting
◊ Lack of formal establishment of social dialog structures between the department
and the unions in order to engage on labour related issues;
◊ Centrality of Department of Justice& Correctional services to the rehabilitation of
offenders in our society;
◊ Rehabilitation and restorative justice are part of corrections programmes;
◊ Most of the current infrastructures are not suited for rehabilitation; and
◊ Overcrowding is above 100% and there is high level of shortage in personnel.
Believing
◊ Consultation with the majority stakeholder is not negotiable;
◊ Unions must be respected in terms of their role in employment relations;
◊ Departments must comply with the constitution and labour laws;
◊ Personalities must not feature in relationship building; and
◊ Bargaining structures should operate in a formal and structured way.
Resolving
◊ Consultation of unions in all decision making processes should be compulsory at all
time;
◊ Undermining of the constitution and labour laws must attract severe penalties;
◊ Relations should prevail whenever there is an appointment in all decision making
processes;
◊ Department chamber should operate in a more formalised/ structured way and
must be cascaded to the provincial chambers;
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◊ The department should re-align itself to the reality of rehabilitation;
◊ Intensifying and monitoring effectiveness of offenders by ensuring that they are
not kept in correctional centres doing nothing but to take part in the community
programmes and wellbeing of the victims; and
◊ A capacity building of correctional officials to understand the concept of rehabilitation
and to empower them to be able to participate in the rehabilitation of offenders.

b.

South African Police Service [SAPS]

Noting
◊ Instability of key strategic components within SAPS; and
◊ Consistence interference by opposition formations and other counter revolutionary
forces.
Believing
◊ That these components should be stabilized in order to render proper service to the
nation; and
◊ These components are critical for our safety and security.
Resolving
◊ Consultation must be compulsory at all times;
◊ Relations should prevail whenever there is an appointment in all decision making
processes; and
◊ Undermining of the constitution and labour laws must attract severe penalties; and
◊ We need to be more vibrant and influential in all decision making processes.

c.

Department of Transport and Others

Noting
◊ Non implementation of ANC Polokwane Resolutions on Nationalisation;
◊ Lack of uniform standard as a result of non-implementation;
◊ Challenges of the many structures in law enforcement in the traffic sector which
promote privatization and agencies; and
◊ Legislative power allocated to entities within the transport sector.
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Believing
◊ Nationalisation is long overdue;
◊ There should be common national standard for law enforcement and service
conditions; and
◊ Nationalisation of traffic will result in improved service delivery.
Resolving
◊ Call for speedy implementation of nationalisation of traffic;
◊ That the state is responsible for enforcement in the traffic sector; and
◊ That the existence of agencies and privatized entities in the Traffic sector compromises
state authority and the implementation of nationalization, therefore agencies and
entities should be brought back to the Department of Transport.

SOCIO-ECONOMIC

9.4.
a.

Education

Noting
◊ The importance of education in the development of any society;
◊ Quality education is pivotal for the production of human capital;
◊ That it is important for parents to be involved in the education of their children;
◊ That education has been made a priority by the current government;
◊ That there are still disparities in terms of provision of education and these disparities
are evident between former Model C schools and former Public schools;
◊ The progress made in improving quality public education in our country;
◊ The importance of learning subjects that will empower students from Primary to
Tertiary level; and
◊ The existence of mud structures in some parts of the country.
Believing
◊ That parents can play a bigger role in assisting children in their education;
◊ That the disparities are as a result of apartheid education system;
◊ That progress that has been made indicates the commitment of the ANC led
government in improving quality of public education;
◊ That Mathematics, Physics and other natural science subjects are important for the
development of the country; and
◊ That mud schools are not conducive for learning.
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Resolving
◊ To campaign for parents to participate fully in their children’s education;
◊ That we should popularise the progress that has been made in improving quality of
education;
◊ That we must campaign for Mathematics and Physical Science to be made
compulsory from lower levels of our education system; and
◊ That we must campaign for speedy eradication of mud schools.

b.

Health

Noting
◊ That there is inequality in provision of health services between the rich and the poor;
◊ That health is a basic human right;
◊ That there are two health systems i.e. Public and Private;
◊ That the public health system is in a poor State;
◊ That there are infrastructural challenges in public health institutions;
◊ That strides have been made in improving the public health system [building of clinics
and hospitals, treatment of HIV/AIDS and TB];
◊ That government has introduced NHI;
◊ That there is possible opposition by anti-revolutionary forces; and
◊ There is low morale among workers and some have bad attitude [low work standards
and treatment of patients].
Believing
◊ That there should be equal provision of health services irrespective whether you are
rich or poor;
◊ That the poor state of public health system and lack of infrastructure undermines the
provision of health services to the poor;
◊ That the building of new health facilities and the provision of free treatment to HIV/
AIDS and TB patients has greatly improved the lives of ordinary citizens;
◊ That the South African government is responding with a far reaching reform plan to
revitalise and restructure the South African health care system as that the introduction
of NHI will benefit everybody especially the poor; and
◊ That low morale and bad attitude of some workers undermine the provision of services
to our people.
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Resolving
◊ That the public health system needs to be overhauled to ensure better services;
◊ That there should be acceleration of provision of infrastructure especially to rural
and poor communities;
◊ That we should ensure there is political support for NHI;
◊ That the health workers should be encouraged to work hard and professionally;
◊ That COSATU should continue to protect the concept and principles of NHI; and
◊ COSATU should champion the implementation and protect it from those who want to
wrongfully benefit from it financially.

c.

Youth unemployment

Noting
◊ That South Africa’s youth unemployment is among the highest in the world.
Believing
◊ That since 1994, the South African government has implemented various policies
and strategies aimed at tackling the challenge of youth unemployment.
Resolving
◊ That South Africa should draw key lessons from the international experience in order
to effectively tackle the challenge of youth unemployment; and
◊ All the problems hindering job creation for the youth should be dealt with accordingly.
d.

National Development Plan [NDP]

Noting
◊ The government has released the National Development Plan in August 2012;
◊ The need to address the triple challenges facing the society as well as other challenges
in the country;
◊ The attacks and rejection of the NDP by some organisations and individuals;
◊ The NDP itself is not a perfect document;
◊ The need to popularise the NDP to our general membership; and
◊ That Chapter 3 [Economy and Employment] of the NDP remains the most contentious
aspect of the plan.
Believing
◊ There is a need for long term planning to address the identified challenges;
◊ That attacks and rejection are unnecessary and do not assist in dealing with challenges
facing the country;
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◊ The gaps in the NDP forms basis for engaging the document; and
◊ Awareness of the contents of the document will assist membership in understanding
the document.
Resolving
◊ The NDP should be embraced by the organisation as we have a lot to benefit from the
plan;
◊ There should be continuous engagements in order to find solutions to the areas of
disagreement;
◊ There should be training to general membership on the contents of the NDP; and
◊ That Chapter three must be revised to effectively address the needs of the South
African society.

e.

Energy

Noting
◊ That there is electricity shortage and rising costs of electricity and fuel;
◊ That electricity is important for ordinary people and for economic growth;
◊ That NERSA has recommended rise in electricity costs;
◊ That ESKOM has limitations in provision of electricity; and
◊ That there is a need to explore alternative sources of energy.
Believing
◊ That electricity is a basic necessity that should always be available at affordable rates;
◊ That electricity and fuel is necessary for economic growth; and
◊ That an alternative source of energy will alleviate shortages and increases.
Resolving
◊ That there should be a continuous campaign against rising costs of electricity and
fuel; and
◊ That we should support exploration of alternative forms of energy including, but not
limited to nuclear energy.

f.

Progress made during two decades of democracy

Noting
◊ That the working class is suffering million job losses and a wide scale of casualization;
◊ Approximately 30% of the workforce is unemployed;
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◊ That social inequality has deepened; and
◊ That public schools and hospitals are still overcrowded.
Believing
◊ That under the leadership of ANC led government; South Africa has given more to
workers through appropriate legislations.
Resolving
◊ That things are not completely where they should be in terms of progress made thus
far, however, they are certainly better than they were pre 1994; and
◊ We must celebrate and guard the progress made so far, and build upon it moving
forward.

g.

Infrastructure Development

Noting
◊ That the government has placed infrastructure development at the forefront of its
agenda to transform the economy and stimulate economic growth and job creation
and has invited organised labour to partner with it in finding lasting solutions;
◊ The coming into effect of the Infrastructure Development Act aimed at fast-tracking
regulatory decision-making and speeding up the implementation of strategic
infrastructure projects earmarked for South Africa;
◊ That the current structure of employee representation in the GEPF is not conducive
for meaningful employee participation in its decision making processes;
◊ Those countries with mature infrastructure markets have started building up their
pension fund investment allocation to infrastructure;
◊ That workers are currently in the periphery of the economy at the hands of banking
conglomerates who have little interest in assisting the poor and workers in sustaining
their livelihoods;
◊ That government has decided that accessing retirement funding for infrastructure
development is a key consideration for devising appropriate funding strategies;
◊ That unclaimed retirement funds benefits are standing at R50 Billion and the benefits
are currently not well regulated;
◊ That government is the guarantor of the Government Employee Pension Fund;
◊ That retirement funds belong to the workers; and
◊ That vast stretches of arable land are unused in South Africa whilst our people live
in dehumanising squalor and poverty.
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Believing
◊ That infrastructure investment is a key priority of both the National Development
Plan and the New Growth Path;
◊ That the funding of the infrastructure development programme is dependent more on
retirement funds both the private and private sector funding the programme;
◊ That , the Government Employees Pension Fund , being the largest fund in Africa and
with a value of R1.6 trillion , and constituting a 3rd to the gross domestic product
; should play a more visible and meaningful role in the development of our country;
◊ That the amount of R50 billion in unclaimed retirement benefits [private and public]
should be used instead for national development with government standing in as a
guarantor for all claimants that fall within the category of unclaimed benefits;
◊ That the current GEPF Law and its overall structure need to be overhauled in order
to enhance meaningful employee representation and participation in its decision
making processes;
◊ That a Workers Bank, by the workers, for the workers would have an interest of the
poor and the workers at heart in providing them with banking solutions; and
◊ That through a coordinated rural development strategy we can unlock the potential
of agriculture as a catalyst to roll back the effects of poverty and squalor that has
besieged our people.

Resolving
◊ That all COSATU affiliates in the public sector should advocate for and campaign that
the GEPF should be in the forefront in funding infrastructure development projects
in South Africa;
◊ That all COSATU affiliates in the private sector should advocate for and campaign that
their respective retirements funds should be at the forefront of funding infrastructure
development projects in South Africa;
◊ That POPCRU must develop a practical programme towards the establishment of a
first Workers Bank in South Africa;
◊ That all COSATU affiliates in the public sector should advocate for and campaign
for the review and amendment of the GEPF law to enhance meaningful employee
representation and participation;
◊ That POPCRU must develop a practical programme towards the establishment of a
first Workers Bank in South Africa;
◊ That all COSATU affiliates in the public sector should advocate for and campaign
for the review and amendment of the GEPF law to enhance meaningful employee
representation and participation; and
◊ That POPCRU must develop a programme of consolidating the efforts of government
in prioritising agriculture as a means towards ending poverty and ensuring food
security to the masses of our people.
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9.5.

INTERNATIONAL

9.5.1.

International Affiliation

We note the good work that has already been done in the SADC countries by POPCRU
and we realise that international solidarity should be deepened. The organisation should
review the labour relations environment in terms of the countries where there are already
structures of organised labour. This is for the purpose of assessing the quality of the
engagements to improve the conditions of the workers in these countries.

a.

Cuba

Noting
◊ USA government maintains its aggression against Cuba;
◊ The good trade union relations with Cuban counterparts and our solidarity with the
Cuban trade union movement;
◊ The recent developments on the release of the Cuban 5; and
◊ The recent development in terms of the engagements on the lifting of sanctions and
blockade against Cuba.
Believing
◊ Regardless of hardships and economic isolation of Cuba by USA Cuba has inspired
millions of people around the world with its political and social achievements in
health, education and national defence and security; and
◊ The appreciation to the release of the Cuban 5 which was however long overdue.
Resolving
◊ To campaign against the economic blockade of Cuba by USA;
◊ Call for Bricks countries and other progressive nations to provide economic support to
Cuba; and
◊ We campaign for USA to release the remainder of the political detainees and
withdrawal of the USA from Guantanamo Bay.

b.

Palestine

Noting
◊ There is a continuous aggression by Israel against Palestine;
◊ There is commitment by Palestine towards everlasting settlement;
◊ There is a political willingness of Palestine to leave side by side with Israel peacefully;
and
◊ The vast economic interest of over 5% in the total US economy.
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Believing
◊ Israel enjoys the support of large white community in SA along the racial and
religious lines;
◊ DA and apartheid forces subscribe to immediate white monopoly agenda; and
◊ The US would like to see ANC divided on the issue of Middle East.
Resolving
◊ Continue to influence COSATU to develop a campaign for the isolation of apartheid
Israel;
◊ Israel and its imperialist regime;
◊ Campaign against the economic blockage of Palestine by Israel and further extend
the campaign to US regarding funding of Israel in its acts of Genocide; and
◊ To have Israel war criminals to be prosecuted.

c.

Lesotho
◊ We should strengthen solidarity with the unions in Lesotho so that it should have a
National bargaining Council. To properly understand the solidarity work, we should
invite the members from the countries which we are unionizing. We should continue
with the Political Education of members in Lesotho, as they have already been part of
our Political Schools and Symposia.

d.

Swaziland
◊ There should be a strengthening of bargaining structures. The Issue of the President
of PUDEMO who is in prison should enjoy special attention. This matter should be
sponsored to the level of the federation. Organising a march to the Swaziland embassy
and embark on other programs that aimed at securing the release of political detainees
in Swaziland.

e.

Zambia
◊ The work of launching a workers union in our sector should continue in Zambia. Its
particular and immediate focus should be to strengthen the promotion of Employees’
Health and Wellness. The issue of strengthening of the borders should dovetail with
the processes that other countries in the SADC are doing so that there is synergy.

f.

SADC and Beyond

Noting`
◊ That we should work on expanding police unionism because freedom of association
is crucial to democratic policing; and
◊ Police labour organisations must be taken seriously in police governance as this will
enhance social, political and economic conditions.
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Believing
◊ That growing network of unions within the security cluster regionally and
internationally is of utmost importance.
Resolving
◊ That we should continue to engage on matters relating to police rights, freedom of
association and collective bargaining within the SADC region and beyond.

10.

CONGRESS DECLARATION

POPCRU 8th National Congress Declaration
The POPCRU 8th National Congress which brought together the National Office Bearers,
Provincial Office Bearers, Officials, Locals and members from various institutions around
the country within the Criminal Justice. We convened here from the 15th to the 19th
of June 2015 at the Inkosi Albert Luthuli International Convention Centre in Durban
– KwaZulu Natal representing almost 160 000 members from the South African Police
Service, Correctional Services and Traffic.
We, convened this historic 8th National Congress at the time of celebrating our 25th year
of existence within the Criminal Justice under the theme “Transforming the Criminal
Justice Cluster in defence of the working Class struggle for the advancement of the
National Democratic Revolution” acknowledging the most critical role that we have to
play in pursuance of a more radical change towards the second phase of transition in the
country. We are mindful of the fact that transforming the criminal justice is necessary as
we continuously seek to advance the National Democratic Revolution [NDR].
We gathered here at a very crucial time in the history of a trade union movement as it
is confronted with massive restructuring at various workplaces where workers are faced
with massive retrenchments, casualisation, employment of illegal vulnerable immigrant
workers and labour brokerage against the working class in the 30 years of neo-liberalism.
We were inspired by the pioneers of POPCRU since its inception in 1989 and the continued
revolutionary and transformative role we continue to assert in the South African Police
Service, Correctional Services and the Traffic component, wherein we are organising,
mobilising and fighting for our membership conditions of work.
We were joined and welcomed by the KZN MEC for Economic Development, Tourism &
Environmental Affairs – Mr Michael Mabuyakhulu and inspired by messages of support
from the Minister of Transport Dipuo Peters, the General Secretary of the SACP Blade
Nzimande, the COSATU President – Sidumo Dlamini, international union representatives
from Mauritius, World Federation of Trade Unions in Athens, CTC from Cuba, NPB from
Netherlands, BOPEU in Botswana, LEPOSA in Lesotho, from DRC, ICPRA representative
from New Zealand, Minister of Police – Honourable Nkosinathi Nhleko, Political Analysts
from Academia, Safer South Africa Foundation, Commissioners from SAPS and Correctional
Service.
We gathered here after four [04] years since the 7th National Congress convened in
Mangaung - Bloemfontein in 2011. We are now bigger, stronger and united than ever
before as we pursue the working class struggle within the Criminal Justice. We are certain
that POPCRU remains a beacon of hope to Correctional, Police and Traffic Officers and it
is the only available vehicle to champion the course of these workers in South Africa and
elsewhere in the World.
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The 8th National Congress reflected extensively on the most pertinent issues affecting
ordinary members and the society at large ranging from organisational, political, socioeconomic factors and international. Our analogy through the deliberations is that
transformation of the Criminal Justice can no longer be delayed anymore and we concede
that the National Democratic Revolution remains the only direct route to socialism.
We re-affirm POPCRU’s 7th National Congress resolution on building the Alliance. The
Alliance is the only reliable structure to advance the NDR and to rally the entire society
towards attaining the National Democratic Society.
We further re-affirm that the unity of POPCRU, COSATU, SACP and the ANC is sanctified
and that the SACP remains and should forever remain the vanguard of the working class
and the poor. This 8th National Congress calls on the strengthening of the alliance in
pursuance of the second radical transition.
We note the most critical political role played by members and the entire leadership
of POPCRU during the turmoil within the federation. We re-affirm the COSATU CEC
resolutions on the dismissal of both NUMSA and COSATU’s former General Secretary –
Zwelinzima Vavi. We declare that the unity of the Federation can never be compromised
by organisations and/ or individuals, who have ulterior ideological motives to weaken,
destroy and divide the unity of the working class.
We re-affirm our 2014 CEC resolution in support of ANC election mobilisation campaigns
and the Violet Seboni Brigade towards the 2016 Local government elections and beyond.
Any other political work should be continuously coordinated within the Violet Seboni
Brigade. We have to closely work with the ANC and SANCO to make tangible impact in
ensuring another overwhelming victory during the coming 2016 local government elections.
We have indeed reflected on the escalating violence and senseless attacks on Police Officers
by criminals in pursuance of their criminal and immoral deeds which poses a serious
threat to social country’s safety.
We are coming out of this 8th National Congress to vehemently oppose a unilateral decision
taken by the employer to contravene renege a signed wage agreement and we therefore call
upon our membership and all Public Servants to confront this matter with the urgency
it deserves to resolve the impasse. It is our steadfast conviction to declare and resolve on
the following:

a.

Building POPCRU
 To revive and strengthen advocacy in institutions through, amongst others, ‘Umrabulo’
campaigns that would also target Managers.
 To strengthen political education and consciousness targeting members at institutional
level.
 To develop a retirement preparation programme that would not only focus on financial
planning but re-skilling in preparation for life beyond formal employment.
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That the leadership and members shall at all times confront and nab in the bud any
foreign tendencies from within and outside the Organisation and the unbecoming
tendencies of some former leaders of the movement that may have a potential to divide the
organisation. We are content that building POPCRU as a strong union movement within
the Criminal Justice requires maximum unity of the working class built on the basis of
worker democracy, collective leadership and membership service.
We declare to defend and protect POPCRU against the new liberal offensive, opportunistic
and divisive characters and to develop our own strategy and tactics document which
will enhance organisational growth over a period of eight years. With all this in mind we
declare:

b.

People focus and organisational structure
 To enhance capacity at provincial and institution level through a comprehensive
research and need analysis to determine a clear framework;
 To embark on a country-wide empowerment and orientation programme for newly
appointed office bearers and Shop stewards within 6 months of their appointment.
 To embark on a national mass participation and marketing campaign to conscientise
the younger members – a marketing strategy will have to be developed in the shortterm to start with this campaign.
 To revive and strengthen advocacy in institutions through, amongst others, ‘Umrabulo’
campaigns that would also target Managers.
 To strengthen political education targeting members at institutional level.
 To develop a retirement preparation programme that would not only focus on financial
planning but re-skilling in preparation for life beyond formal employment.
 That the leadership and members shall at all times confront and nab in the bud any
foreign tendencies from within and outside the Organisation and the unbecoming
tendencies of former leaders of the movement that have a potential to divide the
organisation.

c.

Membership service
 We re-affirm that a POPCRU member is still our Priority and that membership service
is key.
 That we will do everything in our power to expose all managers who deliberately
destabilize, victimise and cause labour unrest at various institutions and centres
where we organise.
 That we shall continue at all times to abide by the organisation’s policies to manage
and account for the union’s resources without failure.
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d.

Systems and processes
 To strengthen the current internal communication strategies and ensure that we have
a working mechanism to our members by investing in an alternative media channel
on radio and TV to create a platform for information sharing and political education.
 To enhance internal capacity for mandating processes for negotiators to improve
operational efficiency.

e.

Policy development and interaction
 POPCRU should deliberately deploy comrades to the statutory bodies in the Criminal
Justice Cluster to influence policy and transformation.
 The discourse on a single bargaining structure for the cluster must be re-opened and
taken to the political level for engagement. This will also be in line with the Polokwane
ANC Congress Resolution on a ‘Single Police Service’.
 In support of the alliance driving the National Democratic Revolution, it is imperative to
initiate discussions on the review of Chapter 9 Institutions to ensure transformation.

f.

Community participation and involvement

In order to fulfil its social transformation obligation, POPCRU must be visible in communities
by partnering with progressive organisations to drive community projects, celebration and
commemoration of national and international events or days.

g.

Socio-economic transformation

Having regard to the growing socio-economic challenges facing the country, we noted that
black people control only 3% of the JSE listed companies and hence the economy, which
is an insult to the martyrs that died for freedom.
 Black people have been systematically exploited and oppressed economically and
South Africa now has one of the world’s most unequal patterns of distribution of
income and wealth. We further declare:
 That all COSATU affiliates in the public sector should advocate to re-direct the
Government Employees Pension Fund [GEPF] and Public Service Corporation [PIC]
operations and functioning to be in the forefront for advancement and radical
transformation of the South African economy.
 To mobilise all COSATU affiliates in the private sector to advocate for and campaign that
their respective retirement’s funds should be at the forefront of funding infrastructure
development projects in South Africa. In approaching this task, the GEPF and PIC
laws must be immediately attended to for immediate amendment.
 That POPCRU must develop a practical programme towards the establishment of a
first Workers Bank in South Africa.
 That POPCRU must develop a programme of consolidating the efforts of government
in prioritising agriculture as a means towards ending poverty and ensuring food
security to the masses of our people.
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h.

Political
 We adopt the comprehensive secretariat report and the political overview of the
president, presented to the 8th congress, its detailed political analysis and its intended
resolution.
 We reaffirm historical strategic relationship of the role the alliance between ANC,
SACP and COSATU played over the years and continues to play in transforming the
lives of the poorest of the poor to the better. This strategic relationship of the alliance
is beneficial to the working class and therefore must be jealously guarded.
 We re-affirm our 7th National Congress resolution for COSATU to disaffiliate from
International Trade Union Confederation [ITUC] and affiliation to World Federation of
Trade Unions [WFTU] be speeded up.

i.

Security of the country
 The regulation of the private security industry should be strengthened. The Private
Security Industry Regulation Act as amended and adopted in 2014 should be enacted
by the President. This should also look at vetting those employed by the security
companies.
 Government should stop using private security in securing its buildings.
 Re-integrate the private prisons into government. [e.g. prisons run by G4S which is a
private security company].
 We further re-affirm the ANC Polokwane resolution on having all Police agencies
under one Command.

j.

Migration vs Xenophobia
 That we condemn by all means the attack on foreign nationals that are in the country.
 That the challenges related to lack of control of illegal immigrants is a serious threat
to the security of the country and as an ingredient to criminality and xenophobic
attacks.
 That there should be stricter control of immigrants and visitors to the country.
 The department of Home Affairs should be capacitated in order for it to be able to deal
with migration and alleged corruption at all Ports of entry.

k.

Non - Governmental Organisations [NGOs]
 That the existence of and operations of these NOGs in the country should be seriously
scrutinised.
 That their real ideological agenda which is directed at weakening and dislodging the
current government should be exposed.
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 We must look at the source of funding for these NGOs and that the agency tasked
with regulating NGOs should be strengthened.
•

Security of State information

 That State information must be adequately secured in order to ensure that it is not
exposed to external forces.
 That protection of information at the disposal of the State and the partnership between
the banks and the Department of Home Affairs should be re-looked.
 That the signing of the Protection of Information Bill must be promulgated into law.
As we move towards the COSATU National Congress, we should advance this position
at the level of the federation for the immediate review of the initial position.
 That community participation should be enhanced in the security of the country,
crime prevention and reform of the criminal justice.
 That there should a better mechanism to ensure appropriate management of
community protests and better response by the criminal justice and national security
agency.

Power and influence of the media

l.

 That GCIS should be strengthened.
 That we should engage and campaign against the use of these hostile media houses
by government for advertising and other businesses.
 We re-affirm the previous COSATU resolution on the need for a left alternative – a
worker owned and controlled media.
 That the SACP be strengthened in terms of funding to establish its own media
ownership and resuscitate the discussion on Media tribunal.
 That we will join forces together with the SACP to lead a programme of media
transformation.

m.

The Unity of the Federation – COSATU

We the delegates to this 8th National Congress rejects any form of attack waged against our
federation – COSATU and declare further declare:
 That we have capacity to defend and protect the unity and cohesion of our beloved
federation to the bitter end and that the unity of the federation is sacrosanct.
 That we will together with other progressive COSATU affiliates, develop strategies and
tactics to unite all workers and that we will not run the federation through Courts
and waste the little resources at our disposal.
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 That we will fully participate in the coming Special National Congress convened for
July 2015 in order to advance the working class unity and that the leadership must
remain resolute in enforcing discipline.
 That the decision to accept LIMUSA as an affiliate organising metal workers was
correct and progressive.

n.

International solidarity
 That we pledge solidarity with the people and workers of the countries that are
currently experiencing Western driven wars that disrupt normal life.
 That all countries of the world are sovereign and have a right to maintain it without
any interference from the Western powers.
 That we fully support the participation and membership of SA into the BRICS and the
efforts made to establish a Development Bank.
 We re-affirm that our programme to unionise the SADC region to continue in order to
free the majority of Police officers from exploitation.

o.

Conclusion

As we conclude this historic 8th National Congress, we come out as united as ever to
continue to build a strong POPCRU for a united and a strong COSATU – our beloved
federation. We commit ourselves that the resolutions taken in this 8th National Congress
will be communicated to the entire structures and membership of POPCRU.

A POPCRU MEMBER IS OUR PRIORITY……..!!!!!!!!!!
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